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POLLICOTT–RUELLE RESONANCES VIA KINETIC BROWNIAN
MOTION
ALEXIS DROUOT
Abstract. The kinetic Brownian motion on the cosphere bundle of a Riemannian
manifold M is a stochastic process that models the geodesic equation perturbed by
a random white force of size ε. When M is compact and negatively curved, we show
that the L2-spectrum of the infinitesimal generator of this process converges to the
Pollicott–Ruelle resonances of M as ε goes to 0.
1. Introduction
We consider a smooth compact Riemannian manifold M with negative sectional
curvatures and cosphere bundle S∗M. The generator of the geodesic flow H1 ∈ TS∗M
has the Anosov property and, on suitable spaces, P0
def
= 1
i
H1 has a discrete spectrum
with eigenvalues called Pollicott–Ruelle resonances. We denote it by Res(P0) These
complex numbers appear in expansions of classical correlations – see Tsuji [Ts10] and
Nonnemacher–Zworski [NoZw15]. We refer to §2.3 for precise definitions.
Recently, several authors studied a stochastic process on S∗M called the kinetic
Brownian motion – see Franchi–Le Jan [FrLe07], Grothaus–Stilgenbauer [GrSt13],
Angst–Bailleul–Tardif [ABT15] and Li [Li16]. In contrast with the Langevin process,
the kinetic Brownian motion models diffusive phenomena with finite speed of propa-
gation. Its infinitesimal generator is iPε
def
= H1 + ε∆S, where ∆S ≥ 0 is the vertical
spherical Laplacian – see §2.1.
In this paper, we investigate the convergence of the L2-spectrum Σ(Pε) of Pε, as ε
goes to 0+. Although the L2-spectrum of P0 is absolutely continuous and equal to R,
we have:
Theorem 1. The set of accumulation points of Σ(Pε) as ε→ 0+ is equal to Res(P0).
Theorem 5 below is a finer statement: the spectral projections of Pε depend smoothly
on ε; and if each Pollicott–Ruelle resonance of P0 is simple, the L
2-eigenvalues of Pε
admit a full expansion in powers of ε. Remark 5.1 analyzes the convergence as ε→ 0−.
We proved Theorem 1 when M is an orientable surface in an earlier version [Dr16]
of this paper.
Date: October 26, 2016.
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Motivation and outline of proof. Dyatlov–Zworski [DyZw15] showed that the
Pollicott–Ruelle resonances of an Anosov vector field X on a Riemannian manifold
are the limits as ε → 0+ of the L2-eigenvalues of 1
i
(X + ε∆). From the point of
view of partial differential equations, this realizes resonances as viscosity limits. From
the point of view of probability theory, this indicates stochastic stability of Pollicott–
Ruelle resonances, because the operator 1
i
X + iε∆ generates the stochastic differential
equation
∂tΦt = −X(Φt)−
√
2εB(t), Φ0 = IdM, (1.1)
where B(t) is a Brownian motion on M. Their approach also shows that the L2-
eigenvalues of 1
i
X+ iε∆ converge to complex conjugates of Pollicott–Ruelle resonances
as ε→ 0−. This fact also holds here, see Remark 5.1.
The geodesic flow on the cosphere bundle S∗M of a Riemannian manifold M is a
fundamental example of Anosov flow. If X denotes the generator of the geodesic flow,
(1.1) is a random perturbation of the geodesic equation. The perturbative term in (1.1)
acts on both momenta and positions. As was first modeled by Langevin’s equation
[La08], a physical random perturbation created by collisions should only act on the
momentum variables. A generalization of Langevin’s equation to cotangent bundles
T ∗M was studied in Jørgensen [Jø78], Soloveitchik [So95] and Kolokoltsov [Ko00].
In this paper, we remain on the cosphere bundle S∗M and we consider the kinetic
Brownian motion. This stochastic process is a random perturbation in the momentum
random of the geodesic equation on S∗M. It models diffusions with constant speed of
propagation, and has generator H1 + ε∆S. The kinetic Brownian motion was first in-
troduced in Franchi–Le Jan [FrLe07], as an extension of Langevin’s equation in general
relativity: it models the relativistic motion of random particles, whose speed has to
be bounded by the speed of light. Grothaus–Stilgenbauer [GrSt13] extended the con-
struction to cosphere bundles of Riemannian manifolds, with applications to industry.
Li [Li16] showed the first perturbative results in the small-and-large white force limit
(respectively, ε→ 0 and ε→∞). Angst–Bailleul–Tardif [ABT15] improved upon Li’s
result and derived asymptotic in the context of rotationally invariant manifolds. We
refer to §2.1 for precise definitions.
Dolgopyat–Liverani [DoLi11] studied another perturbation of the geodesic equation.
They considered the geodesic motion of particles, coupled with an interaction of size ε.
When the initial data is random and ε goes to 0, they showed that a suitable rescaling
of the energy at time t solves an explicit stochastic differential equation. Bernadin
et al. [BHLLO11] obtained a formal expansion of the heat conductivity for systems
of weakly coupled random particles. Conceptually, both results can be seen as a step
towards deriving macroscopic equations from principles of microscopic dynamics.
This paper aims to generalize the main result of Dyatlov–Zworski [DyZw15] to the
kinetic Brownian motion. In contrast with [DyZw15], the operator Pε =
1
i
(H1 + ε∆S)
is hypoelliptic instead of being elliptic. An earlier version [Dr16] contains a proof of
Theorem 1 when M is an orientable surface. It can be seen as an introduction to the
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present paper. The technical details are simpler there, because in that case ∆S = −V 2,
with V the generator of the circle action on the fibers of S∗M.
The lack of ellipticity of Pε creates serious new difficulties that we overcome by show-
ing that the operator Pε is maximally hypoelliptic in the regime ε → 0, see Theorem
2. For technical reasons, we will lift Pε to an operator P˜ε acting on functions on the
orthonormal coframe bundle of M. The proof continues with the Lebeau [Le07], where
the maximal hypoellipticity of Bismut’s hypoelliptic Laplacian [Bi05] is shown. Lebeau
ingeniously uses certain commutation relations to reduce his study to the case of the
model operator x21D
2
x′+Dx1 , microlocally near (0, x
′, 0, ξ′), ξ′ 6= 0. In our approach, we
bypass the microlocal reduction and we work directly with Pε. We replace Lebeau’s
main step with a positive commutator argument. This yields a maximal hypoelliptic-
ity result for P˜ε, that descends to an estimate for Pε. Lifting geometric equations to
the orthonormal frame bundle has been an efficient technique in probability theory,
starting with the pioneering constructions of stochastic processes on manifolds by El-
worthy [El82]. It was used in both Li [Li16] and Angst–Bailleul–Tardif [ABT15] to
show asymptotic results for the kinetic Brownian motion.
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 1 is similar to [DyZw15]. We will decompose
the operator Pε in two parts P
♯
ε + P
♭
ε . The first part acts on momentum frequencies
greater than ε−1, and the maximal hypoelliptic estimate will take care of it. For the
second part, we will use the anisotropic Sobolev spaces designed in Faure–Sjo¨strand
[FaSj11] in a modified form due to Dyatlov–Zworski [DyZw16a]. Their construction re-
lies on Melrose’s propagation estimate at radial points [Me94], in the improved version
of [DyZw16a, Propositions 2.6-2.7]. For the original version of anisotropic spaces used
in Anosov dynamics, see Baladi [Ba05], Liverani [Li05], Goue¨zel–Liverani [GoLi06]
and Baladi–Tsuji [BaTs07]. We also mention Vasy [Va13] for application of similar
anisotropic Sobolev spaces in the context of asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds and
general relativity.
The operator Pε can be realized as the restriction of the hypoelliptic Laplacian of
Bismut [Bi05] to the cosphere bundle. This connection provides another motivation
for the study of Pε. Li [Li16] and Angst–Bailleul–Tardif [ABT15] showed that the
kinetic Brownian motion interpolates between geodesic trajectories as ε → 0 and the
Brownian motion on M as ε→∞ (after projection and rescaling). This dramatically
echoes Bismut–Lebeau’s motivation to study the hypoelliptic Laplacian, obtained in
[BiLe08] as an operator interpolating between the generator of the geodesic flow and
the Laplacian on M (after rescaling and projection). For the corresponding interpreta-
tion in probability theory, see Bismut [Bi15]. Improving upon work of Bismut [Bi11],
Shen [Sh16] recently obtained far-reaching applications of the hypoelliptic Laplacian,
including a proof of Fried’s conjecture [Fr95] for maximally symmetric spaces.
Baudoin–Tardif [BaTa16] showed exponential convergence of the heat operator e−itPε
to equilibrium: there exists νε > 0 such that for every u ∈ S∞(S∗M),∣∣∣∣e−itPεu− ∫
S∗M
u
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ce−νεt ∣∣∣∣u− ∫
S∗M
u
∣∣∣∣ .
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Because of the connection of Pε with the Laplacian onM, Baudoin and Tardif expected
that the optimal value of νε converges as ε → ∞ to the first eigenvalue of the non-
negative Laplacian on M. Though the explicit value of νε derived there converges to 0
as ε → ∞. When M is negatively curved, we conjecture that the optimal value of νε
converges as ε→ 0 to the largest imaginary parts of Pollicott–Ruelle resonances of 1
i
H1.
When M is not negatively curved, we can still study the accumulation points of the
L2-eigenvalues of Pε as ε → 0. Already in the case of the 2-torus, the behavior of
this spectrum is quite mysterious. See (in a slightly different context) [DyZw15, Fig-
ure 3] and the discussion following it, originating from Galtsev–Shafarevich [GaSh06].
The general case is far from being understood. Recently, Dyatlov–Zworski [DyZw16c]
showed a deep connection between Pollicott–Ruelle resonances and topology: the or-
der of vanishing of the Ruelle zeta function at 0 determines the genus of a negatively
curved surface. We believe that the spectrum of Pε relates closed geodesics and topol-
ogy, even when M is not negatively curved. The maximal hypoelliptic estimate (3.2)
holds with no restrictions on the sign of the curvature. However, the methods of §5
are strictly restricted to the negative curvature case.
Acknowledgment. We are very grateful to Maciej Zworski for suggesting the problem
and for his invaluable guidance. We would also like to thank Semyon Dyatlov and Gilles
Lebeau for various fruitful discussions. This research was partially supported by the
Fondation CFM and the National Science Foundation grant DMS-1500852.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The generator of the kinetic Brownian motion. LetM be a smooth compact
Riemannian manifold of dimension d ≥ 2 and S∗M = {(z, ζ1) ∈ T ∗M : |ζ1| = 1} be
its cosphere bundle – the notation ζ1 instead of ζ for the dual variable of z will be
clear later. The restriction of the Liouville 1-form z · dζ1 to S∗M is a contact form on
S∗M, denoted α. Its Reeb vector field H1 generates the geodesic flow. In particular,
α(H1) = 1, dα(H1, ·) = 0, and H1 is divergence-free with respect to the Liouville
measure µ = α ∧ (dα)d−1. The L2-norm with respect to this measure will be denoted
by | · |. Alternatively, H1 is the restriction to T ∗M of the Hamiltonian vector field of
the function 1
2
|ζ1|2, with respect to the canonical symplectic form dz ∧ dζ1 on T ∗M.
For every z ∈ M, the fiber T ∗zM admits a Euclidean structure and the fiber S∗zM,
provided with the induced metric, is a Riemannian submanifold of T ∗zM. The non-
negative Laplacian on S∗zM is a differential operator ∆S(z) : C
∞(S∗zM) → C∞(S∗zM).
Varying z we obtain a differential operator ∆S : C
∞(S∗zM) → C∞(S∗zM) called the
spherical vertical Laplacian. Similarly there is a spherical vertical gradient operator
∇S : C∞(S∗M)→ C∞(TS∗M), defined on each fiber S∗zM as the standard gradient.
Let Pε be the operator
Pε
def
=
1
i
(H1 + ε∆S) =
1
i
H1 − iε∆S,
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with L2-domain D(Pε)
def
= {u ∈ L2 : Pεu ∈ L2} – here Pεu is seen as a distribution.
Angst–Bailleul–Tardif [ABT15] call Pε the generator of the kinetic Brownian motion.
In §2.2.4 below we compute certain Lie brackets, showing that Pε satisfies Ho¨rmander’s
condition [Ho¨67] for hypoellipticity. The Rothschild–Stein theory of hypoelliptic oper-
ators [RoSt76, §18] yields the subelliptic estimate (2.12): there exists a constant cε > 0
such that |u|H2/3 ≤ cε(|Pεu| + |u|). A significant part of this paper, §3, studies the
behavior of cε as ε→ 0 when H2/3 is replaced by its semiclassical version H2/3ε .
The operator Pε is semibounded: Re(〈iPεu, u〉) ≥ 0. Combined with the hypoellip-
ticity of Pε and the compactness of S
∗M, this shows that Pε has a discrete spectrum
on L2. This paper studies the accumulation points as ε → 0 of the L2-eigenvalues of
Pε when M has negative curvature.
2.2. Operators on frame bundles. This section reviews Cartan’s lifting process
from the cosphere bundle S∗M to the bundle of orthonormal frames O∗M. Angst–
Bailleul–Tardif [ABT15] and Li [Li16] previously used it to show asymptotic of the
kinetic Brownian motion in the limits ε → 0,∞. We mention that when M is an
orientable surface, O∗M ≡ S∗M × {±1} and this lifting process is unnecessary. This
simplifies the technical aspects in the earlier version [Dr16] of this paper.
2.2.1. Horizontal and vertical vector fields. The space of frames at z ∈ M – denoted
F∗zM – is the vector space of linear maps ζ : Rd → T ∗zM. At this point ζ is not required
to be orthogonal nor an invertible. The space F∗zM is a Euclidean when provided with
the scalar product (ζ, ζ ′) 7→ Tr(ζ∗ζ ′). Varying the base point z we obtain a vector
bundle F∗M over M which admits a Riemannian structure.
For (z0, ζ0) ∈ F∗M, a vector X0 ∈ Tz0,ζ0F∗M is said to be vertical if X0 is tangent
to the fiber F∗z0M. A smooth vector field X ∈ TF∗M is vertical if X(z0, ζ0) is vertical
for all (z0, ζ0) ∈ F∗M. A curve t 7→ (zt, ζt) ∈ F∗M is said to be horizontal if for all
e ∈ Rd, ζt(e) (which belongs to TztM) is parallel along zt with respect to the Levi–
Civita connection. A vector X0 ∈ Tz0,ζ0F∗M is horizontal if there exists a horizontal
curve (zt, ζt) with ∂t(zt, ζt)(0) = X0; a smooth vector field X ∈ TF∗M is horizontal if
X(z, ζ) is horizontal for every (z, ζ) ∈ F∗M.
The bundle of orthonormal frames O∗M is the subbundle of F∗M with fibers formed
of orthogonal maps ζ : Rd → T ∗zM. Since parallel transport preserves angles, the
Levi–Civita derivative of an orthogonal frame along a curve is still an orthogonal
frame. Vertical and horizontal vector fields in TO∗M are defined similarly as before.
We also observe that O∗M is a bundle over S∗M, provided with the projection πS :
(z, ζ) 7→ (z, ζ(e1)), where e1 = (1, 0, ..., 0) ∈ Rd.
Geodesics on M are identified with integral curves of the vector field H1 defined in
2.1; the geodesic flow is then exp(tH1). The vector field H1 lifts to a horizontal vector
field H˜1 on O
∗
M defined as follows. Fix (z0, ζ0) ∈ O∗M and let (z0, ζ10) = (z0, ζ0(e1))
be its projection on S∗M; let (zt, ζ
1
t ) = exp(tH1)(z0, ζ0(e1)) be the geodesic starting
at (z0, ζ
1
0). Parallel transport of ζ0 along zt yields a flow (zt, ζt) = Φt(z0, ζ0) on F∗M.
Since the parallel transport preserves angles this flow actually takes values in O∗M.
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As (zt, ζ
1
t ) is a geodesic, ζ
1
t = ζt(e1) is the parallel transport of ζ
1
0 along zt hence
ζt(e1) = ζ
1
t . This shows that (zt, ζt) is a lift of (zt, ζ
1
t ) to the orthogonal frame bundle.
The vector field H˜1 ∈ TO∗M is the generator of Φt:
H˜1(z0, ζ0)
def
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Φt(z0, ζ0).
The integral curves of H˜1 are horizontal, which shows that H˜1 is horizontal.
Let Ekℓ be the matrix Ekℓ
def
= (δkiδjℓ)ij and Akℓ be the anti-symmetric matrix Akℓ
def
=
Ekℓ −Eℓk. The matrix etAkℓ is orthogonal and Vkℓ is the vector field on O∗M given by
Vkℓ(z, ζ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(
z, ζ ◦ etAkℓ) .
Since the projection of (z, ζ ◦ etAkℓ) on M does not depend on t the vector fiels Vkℓ are
vertical. The brackets of H˜1 with V1k define new vector fields on O
∗M: H˜k
def
= [H˜1, V1k].
2.2.2. Expression in coordinates. A system of coordinates zm ∈ Rd on M lifts canon-
ically to a system of coordinates (zm, ζ
1
j ) on T
∗M. If (z, ζ) ∈ F∗M then ζ(ei) ∈ T ∗zM
and we denote by ζ ij its coordinates. This defines a system of coordinates on F∗M.
Unless precised otherwise, all the sums appearing below are run through indices
from 1 to d. Let (z, ζ) ∈ O∗M ⊂ F∗M with coordinates (zm, ζji ). Then
ζ ◦ etAkℓ(ei) = ζ + tζ(Akℓei) +O(t2) = ζ + tδiℓζ(ek)− tδikζ(eℓ) +O(t2).
Hence ζ ◦ etAkℓ has coordinates ζ ij + tδiℓζkj − tδikζℓj +O(t2) and
Vkℓ =
∑
i,j
(
δiℓζ
k
j − δikζℓj
) ∂
∂ζ ij
=
∑
j
ζkj
∂
∂ζℓj
− ζℓj
∂
∂ζkj
. (2.1)
Geodesic trajectories (z, ζ1) ∈ T ∗M satisfy the equation
z˙m = ζ
1
m, ζ˙
1
m =
∑
i,j
Γmij (z)ζ
1
i ζ
1
j
while covectors η ∈ T ∗M that are parallely transported along (z, ζ1) satisfy
η˙m = −
∑
i,j
Γmij ζ
1
j ηi.
This yields the coordinate expression of H˜1, H˜m:
H˜1 =
∑
i
ζ1i
∂
∂zi
−
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
Γℓijζ
1
i ζ
k
j
∂
∂ζkℓ
, H˜m =
∑
i
ζmi
∂
∂zi
−
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
Γℓijζ
m
i ζ
k
j
∂
∂ζkℓ
.
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2.2.3. Some differential operators. Recall that ∆S is the operator defined in §2.1 and
let ∆M the non-negative Laplacian operator of M. The operator ∆
def
= ∆M +∆S is an
elliptic operator acting on C∞(S∗M).
The operators ∆VO,∆
H
O acting on C
∞(O∗M) are defined by ∆VO
def
= −∑i,j V 2ij , ∆HO def=
−∑i H˜2i . The operator ∆O def= ∆HO + ∆VO is an elliptic operator on O∗M. Let πS :
(z, ζ) ∈ O∗M 7→ (z, ζ(e1)) ∈ S∗M be the bundle projection of O∗M to S∗M. It lifts
the operators ∆VO ,∆
H
O , H˜1 as follows:
∆VOπ
∗
S
= π∗
S
∆S, ∆
H
Oπ
∗
S
= π∗
S
∆M, π
∗
S
H1 = H˜1π
∗
S
. (2.2)
Proof of (2.2). In order to prove the first identity of (2.2) it is enough to show that for
every z ∈ M, πS(z)∗∆S(z) = −πS(z)∗
∑
i,j V
2
ij(z), where πS(z) is the canonical projec-
tion ζ ∈ O∗zM→ ζ(e1) ∈ S∗zM and Vij(z) = Vij |C∞(O∗zM). Normal coordinates centered
at z on M induce coordinates ζ1i on T
∗
zM (and ζ
j
i on F∗zM). In these coordinates the
Euclidean metric on T ∗zM takes the form
∑
i(dζ
1
i )
2; hence they provide an isometric
identification of S∗zM with S
d−1, O∗zM with O(d), and F∗zM with Rd×d. Therefore, it
suffices to show that if πSd−1 : O(d) → Sd−1 is the canonical projection, if ∆Sd−1 and
∆O(d) are respectively the Laplacians on S
d−1 and O(d) (with respect to the metric
induce by the Euclidean structure of Rd×d), then
∆O(d)π
∗
Sd−1
= π∗
Sd−1
∆Sd−1 . (2.3)
This identity should be available in the literature, though we have found no reference.
We prove it below.
Since Sd−1 ⊂ Rd ⊂ Rd×d, ∆Sd−1 can be written as −
∑
j X
2
j , where the Xj are the
projections of ∂ζ1j on S
d−1 – see [Hs02, Theorem 3.1.4]. In coordinates,
Xj = ∂ζ1j −
∑
k
ζ1j ζ
k
j ∂ζkj . (2.4)
A direct computation combining (2.4) with
∑
j(ζ
1
j )
2 = 1 on Sd−1 shows that if u is a
function on Rd×d depending only on (ζ11 , ..., ζ
1
d),
∆Sd−1u|Sd−1 = −
∑
j
∂2u
∂ζ1j
2 +
∑
j,k
ζ1j ζ
1
k
∂2u
∂ζ1k∂ζ
1
j
+ (d− 1)
∑
k
ζ1k
∂u
∂ζ1k
.
We similarly compute ∆O(d)u|O(d). Using (2.1) and that u depends only on (ζ11 , ..., ζ1d),
∆O(d)u|O(d) = −
∑
k,ℓ
(∑
j
ζkj
∂
∂ζℓj
− ζℓj
∂
∂ζkj
)2
u =
∑
i>1
∑
j,k
(
ζ1j
∂
∂ζ ik
− ζ ij
∂
∂ζ1j
)
ζ ik
∂u
∂ζ1k
= −
∑
i>1
∑
j,k
ζ ijζ
i
k
∂2u
∂ζ1k∂ζ
1
j
+
∑
i>1
∑
j,k
ζ1j δjk
∂u
∂ζ1k
= −
∑
i>1
∑
j,k
ζ ijζ
i
k
∂2u
∂ζ1k∂ζ
1
j
+ (d− 1)
∑
j
ζ1j
∂u
∂ζ1j
.
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Because of these formula, proving (2.3) amounts to show that for ζ ∈ O(d),∑
j
∂2u
∂ζ1j
2 =
∑
i,j,k
ζ ijζ
i
k
∂2u
∂ζ1k∂ζ
1
j
. (2.5)
Since ζ ∈ O(d), ζ∗ ∈ O(d) which implies that ∑i ζ ijζ ik = δjk. This relation shows that
(2.5) holds on O(d), which proves (2.3) and the first identity of (2.2).
The second identity in (2.2) is [Hs02, Proposition 3.1.2].
If (zt, ζt) = exp(tH˜1)(z0, ζ0) with (z0, ζ0) ∈ O∗M then πS(zt, ζt) is the geodesic
starting at πS(z0, ζ0): πS(zt, ζt) = exp(tH1)πS(z0, ζ0). The identity π
∗
S
H1 = H˜1π
∗
S
follows. 
We define P˜ε
def
= 1
i
(H˜1 + ε∆
V
O). Because of (2.2), the operator P˜ε is the lift of Pε to
the orthogonal coframe bundle: P˜επ
∗
S
= π∗
S
Pε.
2.2.4. Commutation identities. A computation using (2.1) yields the commutation re-
lation
[Vkℓ, Vmn] = δℓmVkn + δnkVℓm + δkmVnℓ + δℓnVmk. (2.6)
We next study the commutation relations between the Vkℓ and H˜m. Fix z ∈ M
together with normal coordinates centered at z. In particular, Γℓij(z) = 0 and
[Vkℓ, H˜m](z) =
∑
i,j
[ζkj ∂ζℓj−ζℓj∂ζkj , ζmi ∂zi ] =
∑
i
δℓmζ
k
i ∂zi−δkmζℓi ∂zi = δℓmH˜k(z)−δkmH˜ℓ(z).
Since z was arbitrary, this shows that
[Vkℓ, H˜m] = δℓmH˜k − δkmH˜ℓ. (2.7)
We conclude this section by proving that the operators ∆VO,∆
H
O enjoy some impor-
tant commutation properties:
[∆VO, Vmn] = 0, [∆
H
O ,∆
V
O] = 0, [∆M,∆S] = 0. (2.8)
Proof of (2.8). We start with the first identity. By (2.6), [∆VO, Vmn]
= −
∑
k,ℓ
(δℓmVkn + δnkVℓm + δkmVnℓ + δℓnVmk) Vkℓ + Vkℓ (δℓmVkn + δnkVℓm + δkmVnℓ + δℓnVmk)
= −
∑
k
Vkn(Vkm + Vmk) + (Vkm + Vmk)Vkn +
∑
ℓ
Vℓn(Vℓm + Vmℓ) + (Vℓm + Vmℓ)Vkℓ = 0,
where we used that Vij + Vji = 0.
For the second identity, we first observe that (2.7) implies
[Vkℓ,∆
H
O ] = −
∑
m
(
δℓmH˜k − δkmH˜ℓ
)
H˜m + H˜m
(
δℓmH˜k − δkmH˜ℓ
)
= −H˜kH˜ℓ + H˜ℓH˜k − H˜ℓH˜k + H˜kH˜ℓ = 0.
Therefore ∆HO commutes with the Vkℓ and a fortiori with ∆
V
O .
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The third identity is equivalent to π∗
S
[∆M,∆S] = 0. This is automatically satisfied
since [∆HO ,∆
V
O] = 0 and π
∗
S
intertwines ∆M with ∆
H
O and ∆S with ∆
V
O – see (2.2). 
2.2.5. Sobolev equivalence. Recall that µ is the Liouville measure on S∗M, that πS
denotes the bundle projection O∗M→ S∗M and that πS intertwines ∆O with ∆ – see
(2.2). Let µO be a measure on O
∗M with
v ∈ C∞(S∗M) ⇒
∫
S∗M
vdµ =
∫
O∗M
π∗
S
vdµO. (2.9)
Let Λs = (Id+ε
2∆)s/2, Λ˜s = (Id+ε
2∆O)
s/2. We define the semiclassical Sobolev space
Hsε on S
∗M (resp. H˜sε on O
∗M) by Hsε = Λ−sL
2 (resp. Λ˜−sL
2) with the corresponding
norm with respect to µ (resp. µO). The identity (2.9) implies
|π∗
S
u|2
H˜sε
=
∫
O∗M
∣∣∣Λ˜sπ∗Su∣∣∣2 dµO = ∫
S∗M
|Λsu|2 µ = |u|2Hsε . (2.10)
The commutation relation (2.7) shows that the vector fields Vkℓ, [V1m, H˜1] span the
whole tangent bundle TO∗M. The operator P˜ε satisfies Ho¨rmander’s condition [Ho¨67]
for hypoellipicity, with only one commutator needed. The Rothschild–Stein theory
[RoSt76, §18] shows that there exists a constant Cε > 0 such that
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ |v|
H˜
2/3
ε
≤ Cε(|P˜εv|+ |v|). (2.11)
Thanks to (2.10), this subelliptic estimate for P˜ε transfers to a subelliptic estimate on
Pε: it suffices to plug v = π
∗
S
u in (2.11) to obtain
u ∈ C∞(S∗M) ⇒ |u|
H
2/3
ε
≤ Cε(|Pεu|+ |u|). (2.12)
2.2.6. Spherical vertical Laplacian as a sum of squares. We will need the following
result: there exist n > 0 and X1, ..., Xn smooth vector fields on S
∗M such that
∆S = −
n∑
j=1
X2j , div(Xj) = 0. (2.13)
Indeed, Nash’s theorem shows there exist n > 0 and an isometric embedding ι : M →֒
R
n. The manifold S∗M can be seen as a submanifold of T ∗Rn thanks to the embedding(
z, ζ1
) 7→ (ι(z), (dι(z)∗)−1 · ζ1) ,
which in addition preserves the bundle structure. Let X1, ..., Xn be the orthogonal
projections of ∂n+1, ..., ∂2n on S
∗M. Following the proof of [Hs02, Theorem 3.1.4], the
Xj’s are divergence-free vector fields hence (2.13) holds.
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2.3. Dynamical systems and microlocal analysis. The material here is mostly
taken from [DyZw16a, §2.1] and [DyZw16b, Appendix E.5.2].
When M has negative curvature, H1 generates an Anosov flow on S
∗M: there exists
a decomposition of TS∗M, invariant under the geodesic flow etH1 , of the form
TxS
∗
M = E0(x)⊕Eu(x)⊕ Es(x),
where E0(x) = R ·H1(x) and Eu(x), Es(x) satisfy:
v ∈ Eu(x) ⇒ |detH1(x)v| ≤ Cect|v|, t < 0,
v ∈ Es(x) ⇒ |detH1(x)v| ≤ Ce−ct|v|, t > 0.
For (x, ξ) ∈ TS∗M, let σH1(x, ξ) = 〈ξ,H1(x)〉 – a smooth function on TS∗M. The
Hamiltonian vector field HσH1 of σH1 generates the flow exp(tHσH1 ) given by
exp(tHσH1 )(x, ξ) =
(
etH1(x),T detH1(x)−1ξ
)
. (2.14)
Since σH1(x, ξ) =
1
i
〈ξ,H1(x)〉 is homogeneous of degree 1 in ξ, exp(tHσH1 ) extends to
a map T
∗
S∗M→ T ∗S∗M, see [DyZw16a, Proposition E.5]. A radial sink (with respect
to HσH1 ) is a exp(tHσH1 )-invariant closed conic set L ⊂ T ∗S∗M \ 0 with a conical
neighborhood U satisfying
t→ +∞ ⇒ d(κ(exp(tHσH1 )(U)), κ(L))→ 0,
(x, ξ) ∈ U ⇒ |πξ exp(tHσH1 )(x, ξ)| ≥ C−1ect|ξ|.
(2.15)
Here πξ(x, ξ) = ξ. A radial source is defined by reversing the flow direction in (2.15).
The decomposition TxS
∗M = Eu(x)⊕ E0(x)⊕ Es(x) induces a dual decomposition
T ∗xS
∗M = E∗s (x) ⊕ E∗0(x) ⊕ E∗u(x). Note that in this notation, E∗s (x) is the dual of
Eu(x) and E
∗
u(x) is the dual of E
∗
s (x). The stable and unstable foliations of Anosov
flows are related to the radial source and sinks as follows: E∗s \ 0 is a radial source and
E∗u \ 0 is a radial sink, see [DyZw16a, §2.3].
Pollicott–Ruelle resonances are dynamical quantities associated to M, that quantify
the decay of classical correlations, see [Ts10, Corollary 1.2] and [NoZw15, Corollary
5]. These numbers can also be realized as eigenvalues of 1
i
H1 on specifically designed
Sobolev spaces. They are the poles of the meromorphic continuation of the Fredholm
family of operators (P0 − λ)−1 = (1iH1 − λ)−1 : C∞ → D′, where D′ is the set of
distributions on S∗M. The poles of (P0 − λ)−1 have finite rank; the multiplicity of a
pole λ0 ∈ C is rank(Πλ0), where
Πλ0
def
=
1
2πi
∮
∂D(λ0,r0)
(P0 − λ)−1dλ (2.16)
and r0 is small enough so that λ0 is the unique pole of (P0−λ)−1 on D(λ0, r0). In order
to investigate further the residues of (P0 − λ)−1, we recall that one can associate to
each u ∈ D′ a conical set WF(u), called the classical wavefront set, which measures in
phase space where u is not smooth. We refer to [GrSj94, §7] for precise definitions. For
Γ ⊂ T ∗S∗M a conical set, let D′Γ be the set of distributions with classical wavefront
set contained in Γ.
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Lemma 2.1. If λ0 is a simple Pollicott–Ruelle resonance of P0 =
1
i
H1, there exist
u ∈ D′E∗u , v ∈ D′E∗s and a holomorphic family of operators A(λ) defined near λ0, with
(P0 − λ)−1 = u⊗ v
λ− λ0 + A(λ).
Proof. According to [DyZw16a, Proposition 3.3], the operator Πλ0 defined in (2.16) is
equal to u⊗ v, where WF(u) ⊂ E∗u, WF(v) ⊂ E∗s ; and there exist J > 0 and a family
of operators A(λ) : C∞ → D′ holomorphic near λ0 such that
(P0 − λ)−1 = A(λ) +
J∑
j=1
(P0 − λ0)j−1Πλ0
(λ− λ0)j . (2.17)
By the same argument as in the proof of [DyZw16b, Theorem 2.4] the operator P0−λ0
maps Range(Πλ0) to itself and (P0 − λ0)|Range(Πλ0 ) is nilpotent. Since Range(Πλ0) has
dimension 1, (P0−λ)|Range(Πλ0 ) is equal to 0 and the index J in (2.17) is equal to 1. 
In [DyZw16a] the meromorphic continuation of (P0 − λ)−1 is realized via analytic
Fredholm theory. Therefore, Pollicott–Ruelle resonances of P0 are identified with the
roots of a suitable Fredholm determinant, see [DyZw15, Proposition 3.2].
2.4. Semiclassical analysis. We recall some facts about the semiclassical calculus on
S∗M (or O∗M). Unless specified otherwise, our basic reference is [DyZw16b, Appendix
E]. In the rest of the paper, h is a parameter satisfying 0 < h < 1.
Form ∈ R, a function a ∈ C∞(T ∗S∗M) depending on h lies in the symbol class Sm if
∀α, β, ∃Cαβ > 0, ∀0 < h < 1, sup
(x,ξ)∈T ∗S∗M
〈ξ〉m−|β||∂αx∂βξ a(x, ξ)| ≤ Cαβ .
Semiclassical pseudodifferential operators on S∗M are h-quantization of symbols in Sm
and form an algebra denoted Ψmh , see [DyZw16b, Appendix E.1]. Conversely, to each
A ∈ Ψmh , we can associate a principal symbol σ(A) ∈ Sm/hSm−1. For example if X is
a smooth vector field on S∗M, the principal symbols of h
i
X is
σX(x, ξ)
def
= 〈ξ,X(x)〉 mod hS0. (2.18)
The principal symbol of h2∆ = h2∆S + h
2∆O induces a positive definite quadratic
form on the fibers of T ∗S∗M, thus a metric on S∗M. We denote it by g, so that the
principal symbol of h2∆ is |ξ|2g modulo hS1. We refer to [DyZw16b, Appendix E.1] for
additional properties of operators in Ψmh .
Let T
∗
S∗M be the radial compactification of T ∗S∗M: it is a compact manifold with
interior T ∗S∗M and boundary S∗S∗M associated with a map κ : T ∗S∗M\0→ ∂T ∗S∗M,
see [DyZw16b, Appendix E.1]. To each operator A ∈ Ψmh , we associate an invariant
closed set WFh(A) ⊂ T ∗S∗M called the wavefront set of A, which measures where
A is not semiclassically negligible. We also associate to A an invariant open set
Ellh(A) ⊂ T ∗S∗M called the elliptic set, which measures where A is semiclassically
invertible. See [DyZw16b, Appendix E.2] for precise definitions. The main interest
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of the elliptic set is the elliptic estimate [DyZw16a, Proposition 2.4]. Among classi-
cal results we record the sharp G˚arding inequality [DyZw16b, Proposition E.34] and
the Duistermaat–Ho¨rmander propagation of singularities theorem [DyZw16a, Propo-
sition 2.5].
A less classical result needed here is the radial source (resp. radial sink) estimate,
first introduced by Melrose [Me94] and developed further in [DyZw16a, Propositions
2.6-2.7]. This estimate applies microlocally near a radial source (resp. near a radial
sink); it enables us to control certain semiclassical quantities provided that the regu-
larity index is high (resp. low) enough. This motivates the definition of semiclassical
anisotropic Sobolev spaces that have high microlocal regularity near radial sources and
low microlocal regularity near radial sinks. See [Zw12, Chapter 8] for a general theory
of semiclassical anisotropic Sobolev spaces and [DyZw16a, §3.1] for the specific scale
of Sobolev space we will use in this paper.
We can also consider operators on Rn, n > 0, that belong to a more general class
than Ψ0h. These are realized as quantization of symbols a satisfying
∀α, β, ∃Cαβ > 0, ∀0 < h < 1, sup
(x,ξ)∈T ∗Rn
|∂αx∂βξ a(x, ξ)| ≤ Cαβ.
The space of resulting symbols (resp. resulting operators) is denoted by S (resp. Ψh).
This space is not invariant under change of variables. In the class Ψh, the remainders
in the composition formula are smaller than the leading part, but they are not mor
smoothing – in contrast with Ψ0h. We will use this class exclusively in §3.3. Our basic
reference for such operators is [Zw12, Chapter 4].
3. Maximal hypoelliptic estimates
3.1. Statement of the result. Recall that the operator Pε is given by
1
i
(H1+ ε∆S),
that the semiclassical Sobolev spaces Hsε were defined in §2.2.5, and that there exist
X1, ..., Xn ∈ TS∗M such that such that ∆S = −
∑n
j=1X
2
j . Here we prove an estimate
for Pε similar to [RoSt76, Theorem 18], but uniform in the semiclassical regime ε→ 0.
Let ρ1, ρ2 be two smooth functions satisfying
supp(ρ1, ρ2) ⊂ R \ 0, 1− ρ1, 1− ρ2 ∈ C∞0 (R, [0, 1]), ρ2 = 1 on supp(ρ1). (3.1)
Theorem 2. Let R > 0 and ρ1, ρ2 two functions satisfying (3.1). For any N > 0,
there exists CN,R > 0 such that for every |λ| ≤ R, u ∈ C∞(S∗M), and 0 < ε < 1,
ε2/3|ρ1(ε2∆)u|H2/3ε + ε
1/3
n∑
j=1
|εXjρ1(ε2∆)u|H1/3ε + |ρ1(ε
2∆)ε2∆Su|
≤ CN,R|ρ2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)u|+O(εN)|u|.
(3.2)
This Theorem applies to any smooth compact Riemannian manifold M, with no
restriction on the sign of its sectional curvatures, and with no change in the proof.
The paper [RoSt76] shows that for every ε > 0 there exists Cε > 0 such that
|ρ1(ε2∆)u|H2/3ε ≤ Cε(|ρ2(ε
2∆)ε(Pε − λ)u|+ |u|).
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Theorem 2 shows that Cε = O(ε
−2/3). Because of related estimates in [DSZ04] and
[Le07, §3] we believe that this upper bound is optimal. This is the subject of a work
in progress of Smith [Sm16].
We proved Theorem 2 in [Dr16], when M is an orientable surface. In this case,
∆S = −V 2 where V ∈ TS∗M generates the circle action on the fibers of S∗M. Thus,
∆S is a sum of squares of vector fields that commute with ∆S, a fact used in a crucial
manner in the proof of [Dr16, Proposition 3.1]. This no longer holds when d ≥ 3 or
M is not orientable. In order to apply nevertheless the main idea of [Dr16] we observe
that ∆VO – the lift of ∆S to the orthonormal coframe bundle O
∗M – is the sum of
squares of vector fields which all commute with ∆VO:
∆VO = −
∑
i,j
V 2ij , [∆
V
O, Vij] = 0, (3.3)
see §2.2.3-2.2.4. The operator Pε = 1i (H1+ε∆S) on C∞(S∗M) lifts to P˜ε = 1i (H˜1+ε∆VO)
on C∞(O∗M). Because of (3.3), we can modify the techniques of [Dr16] to apply them
to the operator P˜ε. This will yield estimates for functions on O
∗M, which we will
descend to function on S∗M.
We will use semiclassical analysis to show Theorem 2. To conform with standard
notations, we define
h
def
= ε, P
def
= ihPh = h
2∆S + hH1, P˜
def
= ihP˜h = h
2∆VO + hH˜1,
for use in §3.2-3.3 only. We see h as a small parameter and P as a h-semiclassical
operator in Ψ2h. As in [Dr16], we base our investigation on ideas of Lebeau [Le07], where
a subelliptic estimate for the Bismutian is shown, for ε = 1. The strategy starts to
differ when Lebeau uses a microlocal reduction to a toy model. Instead, we continue
to work with Pε and we replace the microlocal reduction by a positive commutator
estimate. This avoids to use semiclassical Fourier integral operators.
3.2. Reduction to a subelliptic estimate. The first lemma shows that Theorem 2
is a consequence of a subelliptic estimate.
Lemma 3.1. Let S1, ...,Sq, T ⊂ Ψ1h be a collection of selfadjoint semiclassical operators
on S∗M or O∗M and P def=∑qj=1 S2j + iT . There exist C, h0 > 0 such that
0 < h < h0 ⇒ |T u|+
∣∣∣∣∣
q∑
j=1
S2j u
∣∣∣∣∣+
q∑
j=1
h1/3|Sju|H1/3h ≤ C|Pu|+O(h
2/3)|u|
H
2/3
h
.
Proof. We prove the result only in the case of S∗M; the proof is identical when con-
sidering operators on O∗M. We first show the estimate
|Sju|2H1/3h ≤ C|Pu||u|H2/3h +O(h)|u|
2
H
2/3
h
. (3.4)
Recall that ∆
def
= ∆M + ∆S, where ∆M is the non-negative standard Laplacian on M
(lifted to S∗M) and ∆S is the spherical Laplacian on S
∗M. The Hsh-norm was defined
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in §2.2.5 by |u|Hsh
def
= |Λsu|, where Λs = (Id + h2∆)s/2. Thus,
|Sju|2H1/3h = |Λ1/3Sju|
2 ≤ 2|SjΛ1/3u|2 + 2|[Λ1/3,Sj]u|2 ≤ 2|SjΛ1/3u|2 +O(h2)|u|2H1/3h
(3.5)
because [Λ1/3,Sj] ∈ hΨ1/3h . Next we study |SjΛ1/3u|: using
∑q
j=1 S2j = Re(P),
|SjΛ1/3u|2 = 〈S2jΛ1/3u,Λ1/3u〉 ≤ 〈
q∑
j=1
S2jΛ1/3u,Λ1/3u〉
≤ Re(〈PΛ1/3u,Λ1/3u〉) = Re(〈Pu,Λ2/3u〉) + Re(〈[P,Λ1/3]u,Λ1/3u〉).
(3.6)
We can estimate 〈Pu,Λ2/3u〉 by |Pu||u|H2/3h . The identity P =
∑q
j=1 S2j + iT yields
Re(〈[P,Λ1/3]u,Λ1/3u〉) =
q∑
j=1
Re(〈[S2j ,Λ1/3]u,Λ1/3u〉) + Re(〈[iT ,Λ1/3]u,Λ1/3u〉).
The operator [iT ,Λ1/3] belongs to hΨ1/3h therefore |〈[iT ,Λ1/3]u,Λ1/3u〉| = O(h)|u|2H1/3h .
Using the relation [S2j ,Λ1/3] = Sj [Sj ,Λ1/3] + [Sj ,Λ1/3]Sj and the fact that [Sj ,Λ1/3] is
anti-selfadjoint we obtain
〈[S2j ,Λ1/3]u,Λ1/3u〉 = −〈Sju, [Sj,Λ1/3]Λ1/3u〉+ 〈[Sj ,Λ1/3]u,SjΛ1/3u〉
= −〈Sju, [Sj,Λ1/3]Λ1/3u〉+ 〈Λ1/3[Sj ,Λ1/3]u,Sju〉+ 〈[Sj ,Λ1/3]u, [Sj,Λ1/3]u〉.
The operators Λ1/3[Sj ,Λ1/3] and [Sj ,Λ1/3] belong to hΨ2/3h and hΨ1/3h , respectively.
Moreover S2j ≤ Re(P), hence |Sju| ≤ |Pu|1/2|u|1/2. It follows that
|〈[S2j ,Λ1/3]u,Λ1/3u〉| ≤ |Sju||Λ1/3[Sj ,Λ1/3]u|+ |[Sj,Λ1/3]u|2
≤ O(h)|Pu|1/2|u|1/2|u|
H
2/3
h
+O(h2)|u|2
H
1/3
h
.
Gluing this estimate with (3.5), (3.6), we get the bound
|Sju|2H1/3h ≤ C|Pu||u|H2/3h +O(h)|u|
2
H
1/3
h
+O(h)|Pu|1/2|u|1/2|u|
H
2/3
h
≤ C|Pu||u|
H
2/3
h
+O(h)|u|2
H
2/3
h
+O(h)|Pu|1/2|u|3/2
H
2/3
h
≤ C|Pu||u|
H
2/3
h
+O(h)|u|2
H
2/3
h
.
In the last inequality we used ab ≤ a2 + b2 with a = |Pu|1/2|u|1/2
H
2/3
h
and b = h|u|
H
2/3
h
.
This proves (3.4). We observe that (3.4) gives the estimate on |Sju|H1/3h provided by
the lemma:
h2/3|Sju|2 ≤ Ch2/3|Pu||u|H2/3h +O(h
5/3)|u|2
H
2/3
h
≤ C|Pu|2 +O(h4/3)|u|2
H
2/3
h
. (3.7)
Next we observe that
|Pu|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
q∑
j=1
S2j u
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ |T u|2 +
q∑
j=1
〈[S2j , iT ]u, u〉.
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To conclude the proof of the lemma it suffices to control the commutator terms
〈[S2j , iT ]u, u〉. We have
〈[S2j , iT ]u, u〉 = 〈[Sj , iT ]u,Sju〉+ 〈Sju, [Sj, iT ]u〉 = 2Re(〈Sju, [Sj, iT ]u〉).
By interpolation, |〈[S2j , iT ]u, u〉| ≤ |Sju|H1/3h |[Sj, iT ]u|H−1/3h . Since [Sj , iT ] ∈ hΨ
1
h it is
bounded from H
2/3
h to H
−1/3
h with norm O(h). By (3.4),
|〈[S2j , iT ]u, u〉| ≤ Ch
(
|Pu|1/2|u|1/2
H
2/3
h
+ h1/2|u|
H
2/3
h
)
|u|
H
2/3
h
.
Hence we obtain∣∣∣∣∣
q∑
j=1
S2j u
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ |T u|2 ≤ C|Pu|2 +O(h)|Pu|1/2|u|3/2
H
2/3
h
+O(h3/2)|u|2
H
2/3
h
≤ C|Pu|2 +O(h4/3)|u|2
H
2/3
h
.
(3.8)
In the second line we used Young’s inequality: ab ≤ a4 + b4/3 with a = |Pu|1/2,
b = h|u|3/2
H
2/3
h
. The estimates (3.7), (3.8) conclude the proof. 
Roughly speaking, this lemma reduces the proof of (3.1) to an estimate of the form
u ∈ C∞(S∗M) ⇒ h2/3|ρ1(h2∆)u|H2/3h ≤ C|ρ2(h
2∆)Pu|+ O(h∞)|u|. (3.9)
Because of the reasons detailed above, we will work with the lift of P to O∗M rather
than directly with P . We will show the estimate
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ h2/3|ρ1(h2∆O)v|H2/3h ≤ C|ρ2(h
2∆O)P˜ v|+O(h∞)|v|. (3.10)
To see that (3.10) implies (3.9) we plug v = π∗
S
u in (3.10), then we use the identity
(2.2) between P˜ and P , ∆ and ∆O, and finally the relation (2.10) between Sobolev
spaces on S∗M and O∗M. The bound (3.10) will be implied by microlocal estimates
on P˜ :
Proposition 3.2. For every (x0, ξ0) ∈ T ∗O∗M \ 0 there exists an open neighborhood
Wx0,ξ0 of (x0, ξ0) in T
∗
O∗M \ 0 with the following property. For every A ∈ Ψ0h with
WFh(A) ⊂ Wx0,ξ0, there exists B with WFh(B) ⊂Wx0,ξ0 such that
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ h2/3|Av|
H˜
2/3
h
≤ C|P˜Bv|+O(h)|v|
H˜
3/5
h
.
Proof of Theorem 2 assuming Proposition 3.2. It suffices to prove the Theorem when
h is sufficiently small. We first fix N,R > 0 and ρ1, ρ2 two functions satisfying (3.1).
Recall that we can write P = −h2∑nj=1X2j + hH1, where hiXj , hiH1 are selfadjoint
semiclassical operators in Ψ1h.
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Step 1. By Lemma 3.1 applied to P instead of P and ρ1(h2∆)u instead of u,
|h2∆Sρ1(h2∆)u|+ h1/3
n∑
j=1
|hXjρ1(h2∆)u|H1/3h + h
2/3|ρ1(h2∆)u|H2/3h
≤ C|Pρ1(h2∆)u|+O(h2/3)|ρ1(h2∆)u|H2/3h .
Let ρ˜1 ∈ C∞0 , be equal to 1 on supp(ρ1) and 0 where ρ2 6= 1. Since ∆ and ∆S commute,
we have Pρ1(h
2∆) = ρ1(h
2∆)(P −λh)+λhρ1(h2∆)+[hiH1, ρ1(h2∆)]. Both λhρ1(h2∆)
and [h
i
H1, ρ1(h
2∆)] have wavefront set contained in the elliptic set of ρ˜1(h
2∆). There-
fore,
C|Pρ1(h2∆)u|+O(h2/3)|ρ1(h2∆)u|H2/3h
≤ C|ρ2(h2∆)(P − λh)u|+O(h2/3)|ρ˜1(h2∆)u|H2/3h +O(h
∞)|u|.
Hence the theorem follows from a bound on h2/3|ρ˜1(h2∆)u|H2/3h . After lifting to O
∗M
and using (2.2) and (2.10) it suffices to show that
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ h2/3|ρ˜1(h2∆O)v|H˜2/3h ≤ C|ρ2(h
2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+O(hN)|v|. (3.11)
Step 2. Since WFh(ρ˜1(h
2∆)) is a compact subset of T
∗
O∗M\0, there exists a finite
collection of points (x1, ξ1), ..., (xν , ξν) ∈ T ∗O∗M and open sets Wx1,ξ1, ...,Wxν ,ξν given
by Proposition 3.2 such that
WFh(ρ˜1(h
2∆)) ⊂
ν⋃
k=1
Wxk,ξk . (3.12)
Let Ψmh,k be the set of operators in Ψ
m
h with wavefront set contained in Wxk,ξk . Using
(3.12) and a microlocal partition of unity, we can construct operators Ek ∈ Ψ2/3h,k with
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ |ρ˜1(h2∆O)v|H˜2/3h ≤
ν∑
k=1
|Ekv|+O(h∞)|v|. (3.13)
Below we obtain bounds on the terms |Ekv|.
Step 3. Let δ = 1/15 and m ≤ 2/3. We first claim that for every A ∈ Ψmh,k, there
exist B1 ∈ Ψm−2/3h,k and A′ ∈ Ψm−δh,k with
h2/3|Av| ≤ C|P˜B1v|+O(h)|A′v|+O(h∞)|v|. (3.14)
The operator Λ−2/3AΛ−m+2/3 belongs to Ψ
0
h,k. Proposition 3.2 gives an operator B ∈
Ψ0h,k such that
h2/3|Λ−2/3AΛ−m+2/3v|H˜2/3h ≤ |P˜Bv|+O(h)|v|H˜3/5h .
Pick B′ ∈ Ψ0h,k with WFh(B′ − Id) ∩WFh(A) = ∅ and replace v by Λm−2/3B′v:
h2/3|AB′v| ≤ C|P˜BΛm−2/3B′v|+O(h)|Λm−2/3B′v|H˜3/5h .
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Since h2/3|A(Id−B′)v| = O(h∞)|v|, (3.14) holds with B1 def= BΛm−2/3B′ ∈ Ψm−2/3h,k and
A′
def
= Λ3/5Λm−2/3B
′ ∈ Ψm−δh,k .
Step 4. The goal is now to iterate (3.14). We first need a commutator-like estimate.
For B1 belongs to Ψ
m−2/3
h,k ,
P˜B1 = B1P˜ + [P˜ , B1] = B1(P˜ − λh) + 2h
∑
k,ℓ
Vkℓ[hVkℓ, B1] + hΨ
m−2/3
h,k
= B1(P˜ − λh) + 2h
∑
k,ℓ
Λ1/3hVkℓ ·Ψm−1h,k + hΨm−2/3h,k .
Hence there exist operators B2 ∈ Ψm−1h,k and C0 ∈ Ψm−2/3h,k such that
|P˜B1v| ≤ C|B1(P˜ − λh)v|+ h
∑
k,ℓ
|hVkℓB2v|H˜1/3h + h|C0v|
≤ C|ρ2(h2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+ h4/3|B2v|H˜2/3h + h
2/3|P˜B2v|+ h|C0v|+O(h∞)|v|.
In the second line we used Lemma 3.1 and the elliptic estimate. The slightly weaker
bound holds: there exist B2 ∈ Ψm−1h,k and C1 ∈ Ψm−1/3h,k such that
|P˜B1v| ≤ C|ρ2(h2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+ h2/3|P˜B2v|+ h|C1v|+O(h∞)|v|. (3.15)
Iterate (3.15) to obtain BN ∈ Ψm−2/3−N/3 and CN ∈ Ψm−1/3h,k such that
|P˜B1v| ≤ C|ρ2(h2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+ h2N/3|P˜BNv|+ h|CNv|+O(h∞)|v|.
For N ≥ 6 the operator P˜BN belongs to Ψ0h and |P˜BNv| = O(|v|). It follows that for
N large enough,
|P˜B1v| ≤ C|ρ2(h2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+ h|C2Nv|+O(hN)|v|. (3.16)
Step 5. The estimate (3.16) combined with (3.14) show that for every A1 ∈ Ψmh,k
there exists A2 ∈ Ψm−δh,k with
h2/3|A1v| ≤ C|ρ2(h2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+ h|A2v|+O(hN)|v|.
Here again we can iterate this inequality sufficiently many times to obtain
h2/3|A1v| ≤ C|ρ2(h2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+O(hN)|v|. (3.17)
Recall that ρ˜1 is controlled by operators microlocalized inside Wxk,ξk thanks to (3.1).
Apply (3.17) with A1 = Ek, k = 1, ..., ν and sum over k to get (3.11):
h2/3|ρ˜1(h2∆O)v|H˜2/3h ≤ C|ρ2(h
2∆O)(P˜ − λh)v|+O(hN)|v|.
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
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3.3. Proof of the subelliptic estimate. In this subsection we show Proposition 3.2.
We fix (x0, ξ0) ∈ T ∗O∗M\0. We distinguish three cases: whether (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(h2∆VO)
– in this case P˜ is elliptic at (x0, ξ0) – or (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(hH˜1) – in this case Im(P˜ ) is
elliptic at (x0, ξ0) – or (x0, ξ0) /∈ Ellh(hH˜1) ∪ Ellh(hH˜1). The latter is the hardest; we
will use that one of the commutators [hV1ℓ, hH˜1] is elliptic at (x0, ξ0).
Proof of Proposition 3.2 in the case (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(h2∆VO). In this case (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(P˜ ).
Let Wx0,ξ0 be an open neighborhood of (x0, ξ0) contained in Ellh(P˜ ), and A ∈ Ψ0h with
wavefront set contained in Wx0,ξ0. Let B ∈ Ψ0h elliptic on WFh(A) and with wavefront
set contained in Wx0,ξ0. The operator P˜B is elliptic on the wavefront set of A. The
elliptic estimate [DyZw16b, Theorem E.32] shows that for h small enough,
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ h2/3|Av|
H˜
2/3
h
≤ C|P˜Bv|+O(h∞)|v|.
This shows the proposition in this case. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2 in the case (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(hH˜1). Without loss of generalities
(x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(hH˜1) \ Ellh(h2∆VO). In particular V1ℓ is characteristic at (x0, ξ0) for any
ℓ. Let σH˜m , σVkℓ be the principal symbols of
h
i
H˜m,
h
i
Vkℓ given accordingly by (2.18).
We can find an open neighborhood Wx0,ξ0 ⊂ Ellh(hH˜1) of (x0, ξ0) in T ∗O∗M such that
on Wx0,ξ0 ∩ T ∗O∗M, σ2H˜1 − 2σV1ℓσH˜ℓ ≥ 0. Let A ∈ Ψ
0
h with wavefront set contained
in Wx0,ξ0 and B ∈ Ψ0h elliptic on WFh(A), with wavefront set contained in Wx0,ξ0,
and principal symbol σB. The operator hH˜1B is elliptic on WFh(A) and [DyZw16b,
Theorem E.32] shows that
|Av|
H˜
2/3
h
≤ C|hH˜1Bv|+O(h∞)|v|.
It remains to control |hH˜1Bv|. Using that P˜ is equal to h2∆VO+hH˜1 with ∆VO selfadjoint
and H˜1 anti-selfadjoint,
|P˜Bv|2 = |h2∆VOBv|2 + |hH˜1Bv|2 + 〈[h2∆VO, hH˜1]Bv,Bv〉
= |h2∆VOBv|2 + |hH˜1Bv|2 + 2hRe(〈B∗Re(h2V1ℓH˜ℓ)Bv, v〉),
(3.18)
where we used that Re([h2∆VO , hH˜1]) = 2h
∑
ℓRe(h
2V1ℓH˜ℓ). On Wx0,ξ0 ∩ T ∗O∗M,
σ2
H˜1
− 2σV1ℓσH˜ℓ ≥ 0; hence 2|σ(B)|2iσV1ℓiσH˜ℓ ≥ |σB|2(iσH˜1)2. The sharp G˚arding
inequality (see [DyZw16b, Proposition E.34]) shows that
2hRe(〈B∗Re(h2V1ℓH˜ℓ)Bv, v〉) ≥ 〈B∗h2H˜21Bv, v〉 −O(h)|v|2H˜1/2h = −|hH˜1Bv|
2 −O(h)|v|2
H˜
1/2
h
.
Plug this inequality in (3.18) to obtain
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ |Av|2
H˜
2/3
h
≤ C|hH˜1Bv|2 +O(h∞)|v|2 ≤ C|P˜Bv|2 +O(h2)|v|2H˜1/2h .
This shows the proposition in the case (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(hH˜1). 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2 in the case (x0, ξ0) /∈ Ellh(∆VO) ∪ Ellh(hH˜1). In this case (x0, ξ0) /∈
Ellh(hVkℓ) for any k, ℓ. Since {Vkℓ, H˜m} span TO∗M, there exists m such that (x0, ξ0) ∈
Ellh(hH˜m); and for (x, ξ) ∈ T ∗O∗M in a neighborhood of (x0, ξ0), σH˜m(x, ξ) 6= 0.
Changing V1m to −V1m does not change P˜ ; and under this change H˜m = [V1m, H˜1]
becomes −H˜m. Hence we can assume without of generalities that σH˜m(x, ξ) > 0 for
(x, ξ) ∈ T ∗O∗M in a neighborhood of (x0, ξ0).
We subdivide the proof it in 7 short steps. In the first step we localize the functions
and operators involved in a small neighborhood of x0, diffeomorphic to R
d(d+1)/2. It
allows us to use the class Ψh introduced in §2.4 and to perform a second microlocal-
ization in the steps 2 and 3. Step 4 is the main argument. Instead of using an energy
estimate obtained after a microlocal reduction as in [Le07] we apply a positive commu-
tator estimate. This allows us to control microlocally u over certain small frequencies.
In step 5 we use the spectral theorem to control microlocally u over the remaining
frequencies. In step 6 we combine the results of steps 4,5 to conclude the proof modulo
an error term which is shown to be negligible in step 7.
Step 1. The first step in the proof is a localization process. We fix Wx0,ξ0 an open
neighborhood of (x0, ξ0) in T
∗
O∗M. We assume thatWx0,ξ0 is small enough, so that for
all (x, ξ) ∈ Wx0,ξ0∩T ∗O∗M, σH˜m(x, ξ) > c|ξ|g, c > 0; and so that there exists a smooth
diffeomorphism γ : U ⊂ Rd(d+1)/2−1y × Rθ → U def= {x ∈ O∗M : ∃ξ, (x, ξ) ∈ Wx0,ξ0} such
that dγ(∂θ|U) = V1m|U . Let Γ : T ∗U → T ∗U be the symplectic lift of γ.
Let Vkℓ def= 12(dγ−1Vkℓ|U − (dγ−1Vkℓ|U)∗). This is an anti-selfadjoint differential opera-
tor on U which has the same principal symbol as dγ−1Vkℓ|U . In particular there exists
a function fkℓ ∈ C∞(O∗M) such that
Vkℓ = dγ−1Vkℓ|U + γ∗fkℓ|U . (3.19)
Extend Vkℓ to an anti-selfadjoint differential operator of order 1 on Rd(d+1)/2 with
coefficients in C∞b (R
d(d+1)/2) – with V1m specifically continued by ∂θ – and define LVO def=
−∑k,ℓ V2kℓ. Since ∆VO commutes with V1m, [LVO, Dθ]w = 0 for each w ∈ C∞(Rd(d+1)/2)
supported on U .
Similarly, we define H1 def= 12(dγ−1H˜1|U − (dγ−1H˜1|U)∗), which is an anti-selfadjoint
differential operator on U . It satisfies
H1|U = dγ−1H˜1|U + γ∗f |U , (3.20)
for a certain function f ∈ C∞(O∗M). It extends to an anti-selfadjoint differential
operator of order 1 on Rd(d+1)/2 with coefficients in C∞b (R
d(d+1)/2). We define P def=
h2LVO + hH1.
Let A ∈ Ψ0h with WFh(A) ⊂ Wx0,ξ0 and ψ ∈ C∞(O∗M) be equal to 1 on the set
{x ∈ O∗M, ∃ξ, (x, ξ) ∈ WFh(A)} and 0 outside U . The function 1 − ψ can be seen
as a pseudodifferential operator in Ψ0h with WFh(1 − ψ) ∩Wx0,ξ0 = ∅. In particular
A(1 − ψ) ∈ h∞Ψ−∞h , (1 − ψ)A ∈ h∞Ψ−∞h and to prove the proposition it suffices to
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show that
v ∈ C∞(O∗M) ⇒ h2/3|ψAψ2v|
H˜
2/3
h
≤ C|P˜ψAψ2v|+O(h)|v|
H˜
3/5
h
. (3.21)
We define (γ∗)−1 (resp. γ∗) the operator defined on functions on U (resp. O∗M) by
(γ∗)−1w(x) =
{
w(γ−1(x)) if x ∈ U
0 otherwise
(
resp. γ∗v(z) =
{
v(γ(z)) if z ∈ U
0 otherwise
)
.
The function ψAψ2u has support in U ; the operator A def= γ∗ψAψ(γ∗)−1 is a pseudo-
differential operator in Ψ0h on R
3 with wavefront set in Γ−1(Wx0,ξ0); and
|ψAψ2v|
H˜
2/3
h
≤ C|γ∗ψAψ2v|
H˜
2/3
h
= C|Av|
H˜
2/3
h
, w
def
= γ∗ψv. (3.22)
Thanks to (3.19), (3.20),
Pγ∗ψ = −γ∗
∑
k,ℓ
h2(Vkℓ + fkℓ)
2ψ + γ∗h(H˜1 + f)ψ = γ
∗P˜ψ − 2hγ∗
∑
k,ℓ
fkℓhVkℓψ + hγ
∗gψ,
where g
def
= f − h∑k,ℓ f 2kℓ + (Vkℓfkℓ) belongs to C∞(O∗M). It follows that |PAv|
≤ |P˜ψAψ2v|+O(h)
∑
k,ℓ
|hVkℓψAψ2v|+O(h)|v| ≤ 2|P˜ψAψ2u|+O(h)|v|. (3.23)
In the last inequality we used that Re(P˜ ) = h2∆VO = −
∑
k,ℓ(hVkℓ)
2 hence |hVkℓv|2 ≤
|P˜ v||v|. Finally we observe that since w = γ∗ψv, |w|
H˜
3/5
h
= |γ∗ψv|
H˜
3/5
h
≤ C|v|
H˜
3/5
h
.
Thanks to (3.22) and (3.23) the bound (3.21) will follow from the estimate
w ∈ C∞0 (Rd(d+1)/2), supp(w) ⊂ U ⇒ h2/3|Aw|H˜2/3h ≤ C|PAw|+O(h)|w|H˜3/5h . (3.24)
We have reduced the estimate on O∗M to an estimate on Rd(d+1)/2. In the following
steps we prove (3.24).
Step 2. Let χ, χ0 ∈ C∞0 (Rd(d+1)/2) be two functions such that χ is supported away
from 0, WFh(A) ∩WFh(χ0(hD)) = ∅, and
1 =
∞∑
j=0
χj(ξ), χj(ξ)
def
= χ(2−jξ) for j ≥ 1.
Write a Littlewood-Paley decomposition of A:
A =
∞∑
j=0
Aj, Aj def= χj(hD)A.
Given a a symbol on Rd(d+1)/2 × Rd(d+1)/2 we denote by Oph(a) the standard quan-
tization of a – see [Zw12, §4]. The following lemma studies the composition of a
pseudodifferential operator with symbol in Sm with a dyadic decomposition:
Lemma 3.3. If a ∈ Sm, both the operators 2−jmOph(a)χ(2−jhD) and 2−jmχ(2−jhD)Oph(a)
belong to Ψ2−jh, with semiclassical symbol ajχ+ 2
−jh · S.
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Proof. We first note that if aj(x, ξ)
def
= 2−jma(x, 2jξ) then
2−jmOph(a)χ(2
−jhD) = Op2−jh(aj#χ) = Op2−jh(ajχ).
It suffices to show that the S-seminorms of ajχ are uniformly bounded in j. We have∣∣∣∂αx∂βξ aj(x, ξ)χ(ξ)∣∣∣ ≤ Cαβ sup
2jξ∈supp(χ)
2−jm+j|β|〈2jξ〉m−|β|. (3.25)
Since supp(χ) is a compact subset of R3 \ 0, the right hand side of (3.25) is uniformly
bounded in j. This shows that aj#χ = ajχ ∈ S, hence 2−jmOph(a)χ(2−jhD) be-
longs to Ψ2−jh with symbol ajχ. The operator 2
−jmχ(2−jhD)Oph(a) is the adjoint of
2−jmOph(a
∗)χ(2−jhD), thus it also belongs to Ψ2−jh. By the composition formula for
symbols of semiclassical operators, its semiclassical symbol is equal to ajχ+2
−jh·S. 
A direct application of this result shows that Aj belongs to Ψ2−jh. In addition,
A0 ∈ h∞Ψ−∞h , which implies immediately |A0w| ≤ O(h)|w|H˜3/5h . We obtain in the
next steps estimates on |Ajw| for j ≥ 1.
Step 3. We start with a simple result:
Lemma 3.4. There exist functions Φ ∈ C∞b (R) and φ ∈ C∞0 (R) such that φ(0) = 1,
φ ≥ 0 and φ2 = (Φ2)′.
Proof. It is enough to construct φ with φ(0) > 0 then to multiply Φ, φ by a suitable
multiplicative constant. Let Φ be a smooth non-decreasing function with
Φ(x) =

0 if x ≤ −1,
e−(x+1)
−1
if x ∈ [−1, 0],
1 if x ≥ 1.
If φ is the non-negative root of (Φ2)′ then φ has compact support and φ(0) > 0. Since
the s ∈ [0,∞) 7→ √s is smooth everywhere but at 0, φ is smooth everywhere but
possibly at −1. But
φ(x) =
{
0 if x ≤ −1,
21/2(x+ 1)−1e−(x+1)
−1
if x ∈ [−1, 0],
which is smooth at x = −1. 
Let Φ, φ be given by Lemma 3.4. Let hj
def
= h2/32−j/3 and consider the operator
Φ(hjDθ). This operator belongs to Ψhj with semiclassical symbol Φ(ξθ). Below we show
an estimate on |Ajw|, by splitting it into two parts, |φ(hjDθ)w| and |(Id−φ(hjDθ))w|.
Step 4. In order to estimate |φ(hjDθ)w| we use a positive commutator argument
and the sharp G˚arding inequality. Observing that σH˜m(x, ξ) > c|ξ|g onWx0,ξ0∩T ∗O∗M,
the principal symbol σH1 of
1
i
H1 satisfies
{ξθ, σH1}(x, ξ) > c|ξ|g on Γ−1(Wx0,ξ0) ∩ T ∗O∗M.
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Recall that P = h2LVO + hH1. Similarly to [Le07, Equation (2.47)],
Re(〈PAjw,Φ(hjDθ)2Ajw〉)
= Re(〈h2Φ(hjDθ)LVOAjw,Φ(hjDθ)Ajw〉) + Re(〈hH1Ajw,Φ(hjDθ)2Ajw〉).
We study the first term. We observe that LVOAj = LVOχ˜j(hD) · Aj. Lemma 3.3 shows
that both the operators 2−2jh2LVOχ˜j(hD) and Aj belong to Ψ2−jh. Since 2−jh ≤ hj =
h2/32−j/3, they a fortiori belong to Ψhj . In addition, Dθ and LVO commute on U and A
has wavefront set contained in TU . The asymptotic expansion formula for composition
of pseudodifferential operators [Zw12, Theorem 4.14] show that
h2Φ(hjDθ)LVOAj = h2LVOΦ(hjDθ)Aj + h∞j Ψhj .
Using that LOV = −
∑
k,ℓ V2kℓ ≥ 0 we get Re(〈h2Φ(hjDθ)LVOAjw,Φ(hjDθ)Ajw〉) =
〈h2LVOΦ(hjDθ)Ajw,Φ(hjDθ)Ajw〉+O(h∞j )|w| ≥ O(h∞j )|w|.
We next focus on the term Re(〈hH1Ajw,Φ(hjDθ)2Ajw〉). Since hH1 is anti-selfadjoint,
it is equal to Re(〈[hH1,Φ(hjDθ)]Ajw,Φ(hjDθ)Ajw〉). The real part of the operator
Φ(hjDθ)[hH1,Φ(hjDθ)] is equal to 12 [hH1,Φ(hjDθ)2]. We obtain
Re(〈PAjw,Φ(hjDθ)2Ajw〉) ≥ 1
2
〈A∗j [hH1,Φ(hjDθ)2]Ajw,w〉+O(h∞j )|w|. (3.26)
We now study the commutator term Ej def= 2−jA∗j [hH1,Φ(hjDθ)2]Aj. We claim that
it belongs to Ψhj . To show this claim we fix χ˜ ∈ C∞0 (Rd(d+1)/2 \ 0) equal to 1 near
supp(χ) and we write
Ej = 2Re
(
(Aχ˜j(hD)) · (2−jχj(hD)hH1) · Φ(hjDθ)2 · Aj
)
.
By Lemma 3.3, the operators Aχ˜j(hD), 2−jχj(hD)hH1 and Aj belong to Ψ2−jh. Since
2−jh ≤ hj = h2/32−j/3, they also belong to Ψhj . The operator Φ(hjDθ) has symbol
equal to Φ(ξθ) in the hj-quantization and the composition theorem for semiclassical
operators shows that Ej ∈ Ψhj .
The semiclassical symbols of Aj and 2−jhH1 are given modulo O(hj)S by
a(x, h1/32j/3ξ)χ(h1/32−2j/3ξ), 2−2j/3h1/3σH1 ,
where a is the semiclassical symbol of A in the h-quantization. By the composition
formula for symbols of semiclassical operators [Zw12, Theorem 4.14], the semiclassical
symbol σEj of Ej in the hj-quantization is given modulo O(h2j)S by
χ(h1/32−2j/3ξ)2|a(x, h1/32j/3ξ)|2 · hj
i
{Φ(ξθ)2, 2−2j/3h1/3σH1}
= χ(h1/32−2j/3ξ)2|a(x, h1/32j/3ξ)|2φ(ξθ)2 · 2−jh{ξθ, σH1}.
(3.27)
The wavefront set of A (hence the support of a) is contained in Γ−1(Wx0,ξ0) it-
self contained in the conical set {{ξθ, σH1} ≥ c|ξ|}, and |ξ| ≥ ch−1/322j/3 whenever
χ(h1/32−2j/3ξ) 6= 0. It follows that
σEj ≥ χ(h1/32−2j/3ξ)2|a(x, h1/32j/3ξ)|2φ(ξθ)2 · ch2/32−j/3.
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The sharp G˚arding inequality [Zw12, Theorem 4.32] implies
〈Ejw,w〉 ≥ ch2/32−j/3|φ(hjDθ)Ajw|2 +O(h2j)|w|2.
Since hj = h
2/32−j/3 and Ej = 2−jA∗j [hH1,Φ(hjDθ)2]Aj this yields
〈A∗j [hH1,Φ(hjDθ)2]Ajw,w〉 ≥ ch2/322j/3|φ(hjDθ)Ajw|2 +O(h4/32j/3)|w|2.
Therefore we can come back to (3.26) and obtain
Re(〈PAjw,Φ(hjDθ)2Ajw〉) ≥ ch2/322j/3|φ(hjDθ)Ajw|2 +O(h4/32j/3)|w|2.
Since Φ is uniformly bounded, the operator Φ(hjDθ)
2 is bounded on L2. This gives
the estimate on |φ(hjDθ)Ajw|:
h2/322j/3|φ(hjDθ)Ajw|2 ≤ C|PAjw||Ajw|+O(h4/32j/3)|w|2.
Step 5. The estimate on |(Id−φ(hjDθ))w| follows from the spectral theorem. Since
φ(0) = 1 there exists a smooth bounded function ϕ such that 1 − φ(t) = tϕ(t). The
operator ϕ(hjDθ) is uniformly bounded on L
2 hence
h2/322j/3|(Id− φ(hjDθ))Ajw|2 = h2/322j/3|ϕ(hjDθ)hjDθAjw|2 ≤ C|hDθAjw|2. (3.28)
We recall that ∂θ = V1m and that LVO = −
∑
k,ℓ V2kℓ ≥ −V21m; hence
h2/322j/3|(Id− φ(hjDθ))Ajw|2 ≤ C〈LVOAjw,Ajw〉 ≤ C|PAjw||Ajw|.
Step 6. Combining the results of the steps 4 and 5, we obtain the estimate
h2/322j/3|Ajw|2 ≤ C|PAjw||Ajw|+O(h4/32j/3)|w|2.
Let χ˜ ∈ C∞0 (Rd(d+1)/2 \ 0) equal to 1 on supp(χ). We apply the above estimate to
χ˜j(hD)w and we observe that both Aj and Id − χ˜j(hD) belong to Ψ2−jh and that
their symbols have disjoint supports; therefore |Aj(Id − χ˜j(hD))w| = O(h∞2−j∞)|w|
by the composition theorem. Similarly by Lemma 3.3, 2−2jPAj belongs to Ψ2−jh and
its symbol has disjoint support from the one of Id− χ˜j(hD); therefore 2−2j |PAj(Id−
χ˜j(hD))w| = O(h∞2−j∞)|w|. It follows that
h2/322j/3|Ajw|2 ≤ C|PAjw||Ajw|+O(h4/32j/3)|χ˜j(hD)w|2 +O(h∞2−j∞)|w|2.
The inequality ab ≤ a2 + b2 and the identity Aj = χj(hD)A shows that
h4/324j/3|χj(hD)Aw|2 ≤ C|PAjw|2 +O(h22j)|χ˜j(hD)w|2 +O(h∞2−j∞)|w|2
≤ C|χj(hD)PAw|2 + C|[P, χj(hD)]Aw|2 +O(h22j)|χ˜j(hD)w|2 +O(2−jh2)|w|2.
(3.29)
Step 7. To conclude we show the commutator term |[P, χj(hD)]Aw| in the right
hand side of (3.29) is negligible. Recall that P = −h2∑k,ℓ V2kℓ + hH1 and write
[P, χj(hD)] = [hH1, χj(hD)]−
∑
k,ℓ
2hVkℓ[hVkℓ, χj(hD)] + [hVkℓ, [hVkℓ, χj(hD)]].
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We first control the term |[hH1, χj(hD)]Aw|. We can write
2−j/2[hH1, χj(hD)]〈hD〉−1/2
= 2−jhH1χ˜j(hD) · 2j/2χj(hD)〈hD〉−1/2 − 2j/2χj(hD)〈hD〉−1/2 · 2−jhH1χ˜j(hD).
By Lemma 3.3, both 2−jhH1χ˜j(hD) and 2j/2χj(hD)〈hD〉−1/2 belong to Ψ2−jh. It fol-
lows that the operator 2−j/2[hH1, χj(hD)]〈hD〉−1/2 belongs to Ψ2−jh. Its symbol in the
2−jh-quantization is given by the asymptotic formula and has vanishing leading term;
therefore 2−j/2[hH1, χj(hD)]〈hD〉−1/2 belongs to 2−jhΨ2−jh. As such it is bounded on
L2 with norm O(2−jh). This yields
|[hH1, χj(hD)]Aw| = O(2−j/2h)|w|H˜1/2h = O(2
−j/2h)|w|
H˜
3/5
h
. (3.30)
By arguments similar to the one needed to show (3.30), [hVkℓ, [hVkℓ, χj(hD)]]〈hD〉−1/2
belongs to 2−j/2h2Ψ2−jh and
|[hVkℓ, [hVkℓ, χj(hD)]]Aw| = O(2−j/2h2)|w|H˜1/2h = O(2
−j/2h2)|w|
H˜
3/5
h
. (3.31)
The term hVkℓ[hVkℓ, χj(hD)] requires some extra work. Fix j, k, ℓ and define B =
[hVkℓ, χj(hD)]. Then,
|hVkℓBAw|2 ≤ Re(〈PBAw,BAw〉) = Re(〈PAw,B∗BAw〉) + Re(〈[P,B]Aw,BAw〉).
By the same arguments as needed to show (3.30), the operatorB∗B〈hD〉−1/2 belongs to
2−j/2h2Ψ2−jh. Hence Re(〈PAw,B∗BAw〉) = O(2−j/2h2)|PAw||w|H˜1/2h . On the other
hand the operator 〈hD〉−3/5[P,B]〈hD〉−3/5 belongs to 2−j/5h2Ψhj and this implies that
Re(〈[P,B]Aw,BAw〉) = O(2−j/5h3)|w|2
H˜
3/5
h
. Combining all these estimates together
we obtain that
|hVkℓBAw|2 = O(2−j/5h3)|w|2H˜3/5h +O(2
−j/2h2)|PAw||w|
H˜
3/5
h
. (3.32)
We plug (3.30), (3.31), (3.32) in (3.29) to obtain the estimate h4/324j/3|χj(hD)Aw|2
≤ C|χj(hD)PAw|2+O(h22j)|χ˜j(hD)w|2+O(2−j/5h3)|w|2H˜3/5h +O(2
−j/2h2)|PAw||w|
H˜
3/5
h
.
Summation over j allows us to conclude thanks to [Zw12, Equation (9.3.29)]:
h4/3|Aw|2
H˜
2/3
h
≤ C|PAw|2 +O(h2)|w|2
H˜
1/2
h
+O(h3)|w|
H˜
3/5
h
+O(h2)|PAw||w|
H˜
3/5
h
.
This implies (3.24), hence the proof is over. 
4. Subelliptic estimates in Anisotropic Sobolev spaces
4.1. Anisotropic Sobolev spaces. To define Pollicott–Ruelle resonances as eigen-
values we need to change the spaces on which H1 acts. These spaces originally
appeared as anisotropic Sobolev spaces in Baladi [Ba05], Liverani [Li05], Goue¨zel–
Liverani [GoLi06], Baladi–Tsuji [BaTs07]. We follow a microlocal approach due to
Faure–Sjo¨strand [FaSj11] in a version given by Dyatlov–Zworski [DyZw16a]. It allows
the use of PDE methods in the study of the Pollicott–Ruelle spectrum.
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For s, r ∈ R, let Gr,s(h) ∈ Ψ0+h with principal symbol σGr,s given by
σGr,s(x, ξ)
def
= (sm(x, ξ) + r)ρ0(|ξ|g) log(|ξ|g), (4.1)
where ρ0 ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1]) vanishes on [−1, 1] and is equal to 1 on R \ [−2, 2] and
m ∈ C∞(T ∗S∗M \ 0, [−1, 1]) is homogeneous of degree 0 with{
m(x, ξ) = 1 near E∗s
m(x, ξ) = −1 near E∗u and {m, σH1} ≥ 0.
The existence of m is proved in [DyZw16a, Lemma 3.1]. For every s, r ≥ 0, the
operator eGr,s(h) belongs to Ψs+r+h and the semiclassical spaces of [DyZw16a] are defined
as Hr,sh
def
= e−Gr,s(h)L2. In particular functions in Hr,sh are in H
r+s
h microlocally near E
∗
s
and in Hr−sh microlocally near E
∗
u:
A ∈ Ψ0h, WFh(A) sufficiently close to E∗s ⇒ |Au|Hr+sh ≤ C|u|Hr,sh ,
A ∈ Ψ0h, WFh(A) sufficiently close to E∗u ⇒ |Au|Hr−sh ≤ C|u|Hr,sh .
(4.2)
In addition if r, s ∈ R are fixed and h > 0 varies the spaces Hr,sh are equal and there
exists a constant C such that
C−1h|s|+|r||u|Hr,s
1
≤ |u|Hr,sh ≤ Ch−|s|−|r||u|Hr,s1 . (4.3)
4.2. High frequency estimate in Hr,s1 . The first result of this section extends the
L2-based hypoelliptic estimate of Theorem 2 to anisotropic Sobolev spaces:
Proposition 4.1. For every R,N ≥ 0 and r, s ∈ R, ρ1, ρ2 satisfying (3.1), there exist
CR,N,r,s > 0 and ε0 > 0 such that for every 0 < ε ≤ ε0 and |λ| ≤ R,
|ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆Su|Hr,s
1
≤ CR,N,r,s|ρ2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)u|Hr,s
1
+O(εN)|u|Hr,s
1
. (4.4)
Proof. First observe that as in [DyZw15, Equation (4.4)], if B is a semiclassical pseu-
dodifferential operator then
WFε(B) ⊂ T ∗S∗M \ 0 ⇒ (eGr,s(1) − eGr,s(ε))B ∈ ε∞Ψ−∞ε .
Since ρ1(ε
2∆), ρ2(ε
2∆) are microlocalized away from the zero section and because of
(4.3), the proposition will follow from the bound
|ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆Su|Hr,sε ≤ C|ρ2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)u|Hr,sε +O(εN)|u|Hr,sε . (4.5)
Below we conjugate the operators involved in (4.5) with eGr,s(ε) and show a L2-based
estimate equivalent to (4.5).
For A ∈ Ψmε , let [A]r,s be the operator eGr,s(ε)Ae−Gr,s(ε). We have
[A]r,s = A+ [Gr,s(ε), A] + ε
2Ψm−2+ε , (4.6)
see the equation [DDZ14, (3.11)] and the discussion following it. For ρ1, ρ2 satisfying
(3.1), let ρ˜1, ρ˜2 be smooth functions satisfying (3.1), with ρ˜1 = 1 on supp(ρ1) and
ρ˜2 = 0 on {ρ2 6= 1}. We use the identity (4.6) to prove that:∣∣(ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆S − [ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆S]r,s) v∣∣ ≤ C|ρ˜2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)v|+O(εN)|v|. (4.7)
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Since ∆S = −
∑n
j=1X
2
j , we have
ρ1(ε
2∆)ε2∆S − [ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆S]r,s ∈
n∑
j=1
εΨ0+ε · εXj + ε2Ψ0+ε , (4.8)
where the terms in Ψ0+ε have wavefront sets contained in WFε(ρ1(ε
2∆)), itself contained
in Ellε(ρ˜1(ε
2∆)). Thus, ∣∣(ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆S − [(ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆S]r,s) v∣∣
≤ O(ε)
n∑
j=1
|ρ˜1(ε2∆)εXjv|H1/3ε +O(ε
2)|ρ˜1(ε2∆)v|H2/3ε +O(ε
∞)|v|.
Theorem 2 applied with the pair (ρ˜1, ρ˜2) estimates the right hand side by C|ρ˜2(ε2∆)ε(Pε−
λ)v|+O(εN)|v|. This gives (4.7).
Thanks to (4.7),
|[ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆S]r,sv| ≤ |ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆Sv|+ C|ρ˜2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)v|+O(εN)|v|
≤ C|ρ˜2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)v|+O(εN)|v|.
(4.9)
In the second line we used Theorem 2 with the pair (ρ1, ρ˜2). To show (4.5), it remains
to control |ρ˜2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)v| by |[ρ2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)]r,sv|. We will need the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let m ≤ 0 and B0 ∈ Ψmε such that WFε(B0) ⊂ Ellε(ρ2(ε2∆)). For every
N > 0 there exists B1 ∈ Ψm−1/4ε with WFh(B1) ⊂ Ellε(ρ2(ε2∆)) such that
|B0ε(Pε − λ)v| ≤ |B0ε[Pε − λ]r,sv|+O(ε1/3)|B1ε(Pε − λ)v|+O(εN)|v|. (4.10)
Proof. The idea is similar to the second part of the proof of Theorem 2. We have
B0ε(Pε − λ) = B0ε[Pε − λ]r,s + ε
n∑
j=1
εXj ·Ψm+ε + εΨm+ε
= B0ε[Pε − λ]r,s + εΛ1/3 ·
n∑
j=1
εXj ·Ψm−1/4ε + εΛ2/3 ·Ψm−1/4ε .
(4.11)
Let ρ˜3, ρ˜4 ∈ C∞(R3) satisfying (3.1) and such that WFε(B0)∩WFε(ρ˜3(ε2∆)− Id) = ∅.
Equivalently, ρ˜3(ε
2∆)B0 = B0+ ε
∞Ψ−∞ε . We multiply both sides of (4.11) by ρ˜3(ε
2∆)
to obtain B0ε(Pε − λ)− B0ε[Pε − λ]r,s
= εΛ1/3 · ρ˜3(ε2∆)
n∑
j=1
εXj · εΨm−1/4ε + εΛ2/3 · ρ˜3(ε2∆) ·Ψm−1/4ε + ε∞Ψ−∞ε . (4.12)
Thus there exist operators B˜j1 ∈ Ψm−1/3+ε ⊂ Ψm−1/4ε and B˜j2 ∈ Ψm−2/3+ ⊂ Ψm−1/4ε with
wavefront sets contained in WFε(B0) such that |B0ε(Pε − λ)v − B0ε[Pε − λ]r,sv|
≤ ε
n∑
j=1
∑
k=1,2
|ρ˜3(ε2∆)εXjB˜jkv|H1/3ε + ε|ρ˜3(ε
2∆)B˜jkv|H2/3ε +O(ε
∞)|v|. (4.13)
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Theorem 2 applied to (ρ˜3, ρ˜4) estimates the right hand side of (4.13):
|B0ε(Pε − λ)v| ≤ |B0ε[Pε − λ]r,sv|+O(ε1/3)
∑
j,k
|ρ˜4(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)B˜jkv|+O(εN)|v|.
Since WFε(B˜
j
k)∩WFε(ρ˜3(ε2∆)− Id) is empty and ρ˜4 = 1 on supp(ρ˜3), ρ˜4(ε2∆)ε(Pε −
λ)B˜jk = ε(Pε − λ)B˜jk + ε∞Ψ−∞ε . It follows that
|B0ε(Pε − λ)v| ≤ |B0ε[Pε − λ]r,sv|+O(ε1/3)
∑
j,k
|ε(Pε − λ)B˜jkv|+O(εN)|v|. (4.14)
Fix 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ 2. We recall that B˜jk ∈ Ψm−1/4ε with wavefront sets
contained in WFε(B0). Similarly to (4.12), we write
[ε(Pε − λ), B˜jk] = εΛ1/3 · ρ˜3(ε2∆)
n∑
ℓ=1
εXℓB˜
j,ℓ
k,1 + εΛ2/3 · ρ˜3(ε2∆) · εB˜j,ℓk,2 + ε∞Ψ∞ε ,
for some operators B˜j,ℓk,1, B˜
j,ℓ
k,2 ∈ Ψm−1/2ε with wavefront sets contained in WFh(B0).
And similarly to (4.14), we obtain the estimate
|ε(Pε − λ)B˜jkv| ≤ |B˜jkε(Pε − λ)v|+O(ε1/3)
∑
ℓ,k,k′
|ε(Pε − λ)B˜j,ℓk,k′v|+O(εN)|v|. (4.15)
We observe that the terms O(ε1/3)|ε(Pε − λ)B˜j,ℓk,k′v| above involve a factor ε1/3 and an
operator B˜j,ℓk,k′ that is 1/4-smoother than B˜
j
k. Since ε(Pε − λ) ·Ψ−2ε ⊂ Ψ0ε, we can then
iterate (4.15) sufficiently many times to get an operator B1 ∈ Ψm−1/4h with wavefront
set contained in WFh(B0), such that∑
j,k
|ε(Pε − λ)B˜jkv| ≤ |B1ε(Pε − λ)v|+O(εN)|v|.
We combine this bound with (4.14) to conclude the proof. 
The right hand side of (4.10) involves the term O(ε1/3)|B1ε(Pε − λ)v| which comes
with the factor ε1/3, and the operator B1. This operator is 1/4-smoother than B0.
We can then iterate (4.10) sufficiently many times starting from B0 = ρ˜2(ε
2∆) ∈ Ψ0ε
to obtain operators B1 ∈ Ψ−1/4ε , ..., B3N ∈ Ψ−3N/4ε with wavefront sets contained in
Ellε(ρ2(ε
2∆)) and such that
|ρ˜2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)v| ≤
3N−1∑
k=0
εk/3|Bkε[Pε − λ]r,sv|+O(εN)|ε(Pε − λ)B3Nv|.
For N large enough, ε(Pε − λ)B3N ∈ Ψ0ε and O(εN)|ε(Pε − λ)B3Nv| = O(εN)|v|. In
addition the operator [ρ2(ε
2∆)]r,s is elliptic on the wavefront set of the Bk thus
|ρ˜2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)v| ≤ |[ρ2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)]r,sv|+O(εN)|v|.
Plug this estimate back in (4.9) to conclude the proof of the proposition. 
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Starting now we consider R,N, r, s fixed, ε0 given by Proposition 4.1 and ε, h satis-
fying 0 < ε ≤ h ≤ ε0. Fix ρ1, ρ2 satisfying (3.1), χ1 def= 1− ρ1 and χ be equal to 1 near
0 and such that χρ2 = 0. Define Q
def
= χ(h2∆) and
Pε(λ)
def
= h(Pε − λ)− iQ = −ihε∆S − ihH1 − λh− iQ,
P˜ε(λ)
def
= −ihεχ1(ε2∆)∆S − ihH1 − λh− iQ.
(4.16)
If Pε(λ)u
def
= f then P˜ε(λ)u = f + ihερ1(ε
2∆)∆Su
def
= F . We use (4.3) to go from the
space Hr,sh to the space H
r,s
1 and we bound F by Proposition 4.1:
|F |Hr,sh ≤ |f |Hr,sh + hε|ρ1(ε2∆)∆Su|Hr,sh ≤ |f |Hr,sh + h−|s|−|r|+1ε−1|ρ1(ε2∆)ε2∆Su|Hr,s1
≤ |f |Hr,s
1
+ Ch−|s|−|r|+1ε−1|ρ2(ε2∆)ε(Pε − λ)u|Hr,s
1
+O(h−|s|−|r|εN)|u|Hr,s
1
.
We note that ρ2(ε
2∆)Q = 0 because ε ≤ h, hence
hε−1ρ2(ε
2∆)ε(Pε − λ)u = ρ2(ε2∆) (h(Pε − λ)− iQ) u = ρ2(ε2∆)Pε(λ)u = ρ2(ε2∆)f.
It follows that
|F |Hr,sh ≤ |f |Hr,sh + Ch−|s|−|r||ρ2(ε2∆)f |Hr,s1 +O(h−|s|−|r|εN)|u|Hr,s1 . (4.17)
The operator ρ2(ε
2∆) is bounded on Hr,s1 since ρ2(ε
2∆) ∈ Ψ0ε ⊂ Ψ01 and by (4.6),
eGr,s(1)ρ2(ε
2∆)e−Gr,s(1) = ρ2(ε
2∆) + Ψ−1+1 ∈ Ψ01.
Therefore |ρ2(ε2∆)f |Hr,s
1
≤ C|f |Hr,s
1
; and |f |Hr,s
1
is controlled by h−|s|−|r||f |Hr,sh because
of (4.3). The estimate (4.17) yields
|F |Hr,sh ≤ Ch−2|s|−2|r||f |Hr,sh +O(h−2|s|−2|r|εN)|u|Hr,sh .
Recalling that f = Pε(λ)u and F = P˜ε(λ)u we obtain the main result of this section:
Theorem 3. For every R,N ≥ 0, and r, s ∈ R there exist CR,N,r,s > 0 and ε0 > 0
such that if Pε(λ) and P˜ε(λ) are defined in (4.16),
λ ∈ D(0, R), 0 < ε ≤ h ≤ ε0
⇒ |P˜ε(λ)u|Hr,sh ≤ CR,N,r,sh−2|s|−2|r||Pε(λ)u|Hr,sh +O(h−2|s|−2|r|εN)|u|Hr,sh .
5. Stochastic stability of Pollicott–Ruelle resonances
5.1. Invertibility of Pε(λ). Recall that Pε(λ) is given by Pε(λ) = h(Pε − λ)− iQ on
Hr,sh , and let D
r,s
h be its domain on H
r,s
h :
Dr,sh
def
= {u ∈ Hr,sh , H1u ∈ Hr,sh ,∆Su ∈ Hr,sh },
where H1u,∆Su are first seen as distributions. We prove here that the operator Pε(λ)
is invertible from Dr,sh to H
r,s
h , provided that λ is in a compact set and that h is small
enough, s is large enough.
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Theorem 4. Let R > 0 and r ∈ R. There exists s0 > 0 such that for every s ≥ s0,
there exists h0 > 0 with
ε ≤ h ≤ h0, |λ| ≤ R ⇒ Pε(λ) : Dr,sh → Hr,sh is invertible.
A necessary step to prove this result is a bound of the form |u|Hr,sh ≤ Ch|Pε(λ)|Hr,sh .
In view of Theorem 3 applied with N = 2|s|+2|r|+1 it suffices to show that |u|Hr,sh ≤
Ch−1|P˜ε(λ)|Hr,sh where we recall that P˜ε(λ) is given by
P˜ε(λ) = −ihεχ1(ε2∆)∆S − ihH1 − λh− iQ.
See P˜ε(λ) as a pseudodifferential operator in the semiclassical parameter h. Its semi-
classical principal symbol is pε − iqε, where pε = σH1 and
qε(x, ξ) = χ1
(
ε2
h2
|ξ|2g
)
ε
h
σ∆S(x, ξ) + χ(|ξ|2g).
It is clear that pε belongs to S
1/hS0. We claim that qε also belong to S
1/hS0 or
equivalently that
χ1
(
ε2
h2
|ξ|2g
)
ε
h
σ∆S(x, ξ) ∈ S1/hS0. (5.1)
Recall that ∆S = −
∑n
j=1X
2
j , write σXj for the principal symbol of
h
i
Xj and note that
qε(x, ξ) =
n∑
j=1
σXj (x, ξ)χ1
(|ξ′|2g) σXj (x, ξ′) + χ(|ξ|2g), ξ′ def= εh−1ξ.
It suffices to show that each term in the above sum belongs to S1/hS0, thus that
(x, ξ) 7→ χ1(|ξ′|2g)σXj (x, ξ′) belongs to S0/hS−1. When |α|+ |β| > 0,
〈ξ〉|β|
∣∣∣∂αx ∂βξ (χ1(|ξ′|2g)σXj (x, ξ′))∣∣∣ = 〈ξ〉|β|(εh−1)|β||∂αx∂βξ′χ1(|ξ′|2g)σXj (x, ξ′)|
≤ 〈ξ′〉|β||∂αx∂βξ′χ1(|ξ′|2g)σXj (x, ξ′)| ≤ Cαβ,
where in the last inequality we used that χ′ vanishes in a neighborhood of 0 and that
χ1(|ξ′|2g)σXj (x, ξ′) belongs to S0 as a symbol in ξ′. Since for α = β = 0 there is nothing
to prove, we obtain (5.1) and qε ∈ S1/hS0.
Hence the operator P˜ε(λ) belongs to Ψ
1
h. We next compute the principal symbol of
the operator [P˜ε(λ)]r,s
def
= eGr,s(h)Pε(λ)e
−Gr,s(h). We write pε,r,s − iqε,r,s for the principal
symbol of [P˜ε(λ)]r,s, where pε,r,s, qε,r,s are real-valued. The symbol pε,r,s is given by:
pε,r,s = σH1 −
{
σGr,s , χ1
(
ε2
h2
|ξ|2g
)
ε
h
σ∆S
}
= σH1 − sh
{
m,χ1
(
ε2
h2
|ξ|2g
)
ε
h
σ∆S
}
ρ0(|ξ|2g) log |ξ|g mod hS0.
(5.2)
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Here we used that σGr,s = log(|ξ|g)ρ0(|ξ|2g)m mod hS−1 by (4.1), and that {σ∆S , |ξ|2g} =
0 because ∆S commutes with ∆, see (2.8). Since m is homogeneous of degree 0, we
deduce from (5.1) and (5.2) that
pε,r,s = σH1 + sh log |ξ|g · S0 mod hS0. (5.3)
Similarly the symbol qε,r,s is given by:
qε,r,s = Q(|ξ|2g) + χ
(
ε2
h2
|ξ|2g
)
ε
h
σ∆S + h{σGr,s , σH1}
= Q(|ξ|2g) + χ
(
ε2
h2
|ξ|2g
)
ε
h
σ∆S + sh{m, σH1}ρ0(|ξ|2g) log |ξ|g mod hS0,
(5.4)
where we used that hρ0m{σH1 , log |ξ|g} ∈ hS0 and that h{σH1 , ρ0(|ξ|2g)} log |ξ|g ∈ hS0.
We remark that since {m, σH1} ≥ 0, qε,r,s is nonnegative when s ≥ 0.
The key step to prove Theorem 4 is the following Proposition, whose proof is largely
inspired from [DyZw16a, Proposition 3.1] and [DyZw15, Lemma 4.2]:
Proposition 5.1. Let R > 0, r ∈ R. There exists s0 such that for s ≥ s0, there exist
h0 > 0 and CR,r,s > 0 with
0 < ε ≤ h ≤ h0, |λ| ≤ R ⇒ |u|Hr,sh ≤ CR,r,sh−1|P˜ε(λ)u|Hr,sh .
Proof. We define v
def
= eGr,s(h)u ∈ L2 and we recall that [A]r,s def= eGr,s(h)Ae−Gr,s(h) when
A ∈ Ψmh . Using a microlocal partition of unity it is sufficient to show the inequality
|[A]r,sv| ≤ Ch−1|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv|+O(h∞)|v|,
when WFh(A) is supported in a small neighborhood of (x0, ξ0) ∈ T ∗S∗M in each of
the following cases:
Case I: (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ellh(Q). Since {m, σH1} ≥ 0 by construction of m, (5.4) shows
that qε,r,s(x0, ξ0) > 0 when s ≥ 0. In particular, [P˜ε(λ)]r,s is elliptic at (x0, ξ0). By the
elliptic estimate, |Ar,sv| ≤ C|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv|+O(h∞)|v|.
Case II: (x0, ξ0) ∈ κ(E∗s ). Here κ : T ∗S∗M → ∂T ∗S∗M is the projection map
defined in [DyZw16b, Appendix E.1]. The operator P˜ε(λ) has semiclassical principal
symbol pε − iqε. We note that qε ≥ 0 everywhere and that pε = σH1 is homogeneous
of degree 1 and independent of h. Hence we can apply the radial source estimate
[DyZw16a, Proposition 2.6]. Fix B1 ∈ Ψ0h with wavefront set contained in the set
{ρ0m = 1} so that on WFh(B1) the space Hr,sh and Hr+sh are microlocally equivalent,
see (4.2). There exist s0 > 0 and U0 neighborhood of κ(E
∗
s ) in T
∗
S∗M such that
s ≥ s0, WFh(A) ⊂ U0 ⇒ |Au|Hr+sh ≤ Ch
−1|B1P˜ε(λ)u|Hr+sh +O(h
∞)|u|
H
−|r|−s
h
.
After possibly shrinking the size of WFh(A) we can use that H
r,s
h and H
s
h are microlo-
cally equivalent near WFh(A), WFh(B1) to conclude that
|Au|Hr,sh ≤ Ch−1|P˜ε(λ)v|Hr,sh +O(h∞)|u|H−|r|−sh .
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Since Hr,sh embeds in H
−|r|−s
h , we deduce that for v
def
= eGr,s(h)u,
|[A]r,sv| ≤ Ch−1|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv|+O(h∞)|v|.
Case III: (x0, ξ0) ∈ T ∗S∗M, (x0, ξ0) /∈ E∗0 ⊕ E∗u. In this case (x0, ξ0) admits a
neighborhood U in T
∗
S∗M such that
d(exp(−tHσH1 )(U), κ(E∗s ))→ 0 as t→ −∞,
see [DyZw16a, Equation (3.2)]. Hence for T large enough, exp(−THσH1 )(U) ⊂ U0
where U0 is the open set defined in Case II. We recall that pε,r,s− iqε,r,s is the principal
symbol of [P˜ε(λ)]r,s, and that pε,r,s = σH1 + hS
1/2 and qε,r,s ≥ 0. Since σH1 is homoge-
neous of degree 1 we can apply [DyZw15, Proposition 2.2]. It shows that if B ∈ Ψ0h has
wavefront set contained in U0 then |[A]r,sv| ≤ C|Bv| + Ch−1|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv| + O(h∞)|v|.
Combined with the result of Case II, we get
|[A]r,sv| ≤ Ch−1|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv|+O(h∞)|v|.
Case IV: (x0, ξ0) ∈ E∗u\0. We recall that the lifted geodesic flow exp(−tHσH1 )(x0, ξ0)
is equal to
(
e−tH1(x0),
T de−tH1(x0)
−1ξ0
)
. We observe that exp(−tHσH1 )(x0, ξ0) con-
verges to the zero section as t→ +∞: because of ξ0 ∈ E∗u(x0) = Es(x0) and of (2.15),∣∣Tde−tH1(x0)−1ξ0∣∣g = ∣∣TdetH1(e−tH1(x0))ξ0∣∣g ≤ Ce−ct.
Since Ellh(Q) contains the zero section, there exists T > 0 such that exp(−THσH1 )(x0, ξ0)
belongs to Ellh(Q). We apply again [DyZw15, Proposition 2.2]: if WFh(A) is supported
sufficiently close to E∗u, there exists B ∈ Ψ0h with wavefront set contained in the elliptic
set of Q such that |[A]r,sv| ≤ C|Bv| + Ch−1|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv| + O(h∞)|v|. Together with
Case I, it implies
|[A]r,sv| ≤ Ch−1|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv|+O(h∞)|v|.
Case V: (x0, ξ0) ∈ κ(E∗u). We recall that qε ≥ 0 everywhere and that pε = σH1
is homogeneous of degree 1 and independent of h. Hence we can apply [DyZw16a,
Proposition 2.7]. Fix B1 ∈ Ψ0h elliptic on κ(E∗u), such that WFh(B1)∩E∗0 = ∅ and such
that ρ0m = −1 on WFh(B1). Then (after possibly increasing the value of s0 given
in Case II) there exist a neighborhood U1 of (x0, ξ0) and B ∈ Ψ0h with WFh(B) ⊂
WFh(B1) \ κ(E∗u) such that if WFh(A) ⊂ U1 and s ≥ s0,
|Au|Hr−sh ≤ C|Bu|Hr−sh + Ch
−1|B1P˜ε(λ)u|Hr−sh +O(h
∞)|u|
H
−|r|−s
h
. (5.5)
Without loss of generality U1 is small enough so that the spaces H
r−s
h , H
r,s
h are mi-
crolocally equivalent on WFh(A),WFh(B1),WFh(B). Hence we can replace H
r−s
h by
Hr,sh in (5.5). In addition since WFh(B1) is supported away from κ(E
∗
0), it can be
written as a finite sum of operators in Ψ0h whose wavefront sets are supported near
points (x0, ξ0) satisfying Cases I-IV. Finally, since H
r,s
h embedds in H
−s−|r|
h , the term
O(h∞)|u|
H
−|r|−s
h
in the right hand side of (5.5) is bounded by O(h∞)|u|Hr,sh . It follows
that
|Au|Hr,sh ≤ Ch−1|P˜ε(λ)u|Hr,sh +O(h∞)|u|Hr,sh .
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Since v = eGr,s(h)u we deduce that
|[A]r,sv| ≤ Ch−1|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv|+O(h∞)|v|.
Case VI: (x0, ξ0) ∈ E∗0 \ Ellh(Q). In particular, ξ0 6= 0 and σH1(x0, ξ0) 6= 0. By
(5.3), we have pε,r,s = σH1 + sh log |ξ|g · S0. This shows that the operator [P˜ε(λ)]r,s is
elliptic at (x0, ξ0). Therefore if A has wavefront set contained in a small neighborhood
of (x0, ξ0) the elliptic estimate shows that |[A]r,sv| ≤ C|[P˜ε(λ)]r,sv|+O(h∞)|v|.
Since Cases I-VI cover the whole T
∗
S∗M this ends the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4. It is very similar to the end of the proof of [DyZw16a, Proposition
3.1]. Fix R > 0 and r ∈ R. Proposition 5.1 shows that |u|Hr,sh ≤ CRh−1|P˜ε(λ)u|Hr,sh as
long as 0 < ε ≤ h ≤ h0 and s is large enough. Theorem 3 applied withN = 2|s|+2|r|+1
yields the estimate
|u|Hr,sh ≤ CRh−2r−2s−1|Pε(λ)u|Hr,sh +O(h)|u|Hr,sh .
After possibly decreasing the value of h0 we can absorb the term O(h)|u|Hr,sh by the
left hand side. We get |u|Hr,sh ≤ CRh−2r−2s−1|Pε(λ)u|Hr,sh . This estimate implies that
the operator Pε(λ) : D
r,s
h → Hr,sh is injective.
To show the surjectivity of Pε(λ) we first note that the range of Pε(λ) is closed in
Hr,sh . Indeed, let uj ∈ Dr,sh such that Pε(λ)uj converges in Hr,sh . Then uj is a Cauchy
sequence in Hr,sh and it converges to some u ∈ Hr,sh . We must show that u ∈ Dr,sh .
The sequence Pε(λ)uj is bounded in H
r,s
h hence it converges weakly; it follows that
Pε(λ)u ∈ Hr,sh . By Proposition 4.1, ρ1(ε2∆)∆Su ∈ Hr,sh . In addition for any ε > 0,
χ1(ε
2∆)∆Su ∈ C∞. It follows that ∆Su ∈ Hr,sh hence H1u ∈ Hr,sh . Therefore u belongs
to the domain of Pε(λ) and the range of Pε(λ) is closed.
To conclude we show that the range of Pε(λ) is dense in H
r,s
h . The dual of H
r,s
h is
H−r,−sh . Thus it suffices to prove that if f ∈ H−r,−sh is such that 〈f, Pε(λ)u〉 = 0 for
every u ∈ Hr,sh then f = 0, or equivalently that Pε(λ) is injective. We have
Pε(λ) = −ihε∆S − ihH1 − λh− iQ, −Pε(−λ)∗ = −ihε∆S + ihH1 − λh− iQ.
Therefore −Pε(−λ)∗ is equal to Pε(λ) except for H1 which is replaced by −H1. For the
dynamics of −H1, E∗u is a radial source and E∗s a radial sink. Moreover the imaginary
part of −Pε(λ)∗ is non-positive. The space H−r,−sh has low regularity near E∗s (the
radial sink for −H1) since it is microlocally equivalent to H−r−sh near E∗s . Similarly
H−r,−sh has high regularity near E
∗
s (the radial source for −H1) since it is microlocally
equivalent to H−r−sh near E
∗
s . Hence the same analysis as in the proof of Proposition
5.1 can be applied to −Pε(λ)∗. It shows that for s large enough and 0 < ε ≤ h small
enough, λ ∈ D(0, R),
|f |H−r,−sh ≤ CRh
−2r−2s−1|Pε(−λ)∗f |H−r,−sh .
This shows that Pε(λ)
∗ is injective. Hence the range of Pε(λ) is dense and Pε(λ) is
surjective. This ends the proof of the theorem. 
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5.2. Proof of Theorem 1. We conclude the paper with a more precise version of
Theorem 1. A function ε ∈ [0, ε0) 7→ f(ε) is said to be C1([0, ε0)) if f is C1 on (0, ε0)
and f ′(ε) has a limit when ε→ 0. By induction we define the class Ck([0, ε0)). In the
following, we shall say that f is smooth at 0 if for every k > 0, there exists εk > 0
such that f ∈ Ck([0, εk)). The set Σ(Pε) (resp. Res(P0)) is defined as the L2-spectrum
of Pε =
1
i
(H1 + ε∆S) (resp. Pollicott–Ruelle resonances of P0 =
1
i
H1), with inclusion
according to multiplicity.
Theorem 5. The set of accumulation points of Σ(Pε), as ε → 0, is contained in
Res(P0). Conversely, if λ0 ∈ Res(P0) has multiplicity m, there exist r0 > 0, ε0 > 0
such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0), Σ(Pε) ∩ D(λ0, r0) = {λj(ε)}mj=1. Moreover,
(i) If m = 1, then ε 7→ λ1(ε) is smooth at ε = 0 and
λ1(ε) = λ0 + iε
∫
S∗M
〈∇Su,∇Sv〉dµ+O(ε2), (5.6)
where u, v are the left and right resonant states defined in Lemma 2.1.
(ii) The finite-rank operators
Πε
def
=
1
2πi
∮
∂D(λ0,r0)
(Pε − λ)−1dλ : C∞(S∗M)→ D′(S∗M) (5.7)
form a smooth trace-class family of operators at ε = 0.
Remark 5.1. Theorem 5 shows that as ε → 0−, the spectrum of P ∗−ε converges to
complex conjugates of Pollicott–Ruelle resonances. Because of the identity Pε = P
∗
−ε,
we deduce that the spectrum of Pε converges to complex conjugates of Pollicott–Ruelle
resonances as ε→ 0−.
Proof. Fix R > 0 and k0 a positive integer. For 1 ≤ k ≤ k0, let rk def= 2k+1 − 2. By
Theorem 4 and [DyZw16a, Proposition 3.4] there are s0, h0 > 0 such that for every
0 ≤ ε ≤ h0, r ∈ [[0, rk0]] and λ ∈ D(0, R) the operator
Pε(λ) = −iεh0∆S − ih0H1 − λh0 − iQ
admits a right inverse on H−r def= H−r,s0h0 : there exists a bounded operator Pε(λ)−1 :
H−r → H−r with range contained in the domain of Pε(λ) such that Pε(λ)Pε(λ)−1 =
IdH−r . We show below that for every r ∈ [[0, rk0 − rk]], the operator Pε(λ)−1 : H−r →
H−r−rk is Ck([[0, h0)). We proceed by induction on k.
We start with k = 1. For every r ∈ [[0, rk0 ]]∩ [[−2, rk0−2]] = [[0, rk0−r1]], the operator
Pε(λ)
−1 maps H−r to itself and H−r−2 to itself. This fact, together with the identity
Pε(λ)
−1 − Pε′(λ)−1 = −i(ε − ε′)Pε′(λ)−1h0∆SPε(λ)−1 (5.8)
shows that ε ∈ [0, h0) 7→ Pε(λ)−1 : H−r → H−r−2 is differentiable (in particular
continuous) with
∂εPε(λ) = −iPε(λ)−1h0∆SPε(λ)−1. (5.9)
The right hand side of (5.9) is continuous, hence ε ∈ [0, h0) 7→ Pε(λ)−1 : H−r →H−r−2
is C1([0, h0)).
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Assume now that k ≤ k0 − 1 and that for every r ∈ [[0, rk0 − rk]], Pε(λ)−1 : H−r →
H−r−rk is Ck([[0, h0)). The identity (5.9) shows that ∂εPε(λ) : H−r →H−r−2rk−2 is also
Ck([0, h0)) as long as r ∈ [[0, rk0 − rk]] ∩ [[−rk − 2, rk0 − 2rk − 2]]. Since rk+1 = 2rk − 2,
the operator ∂εPε(λ) : H−r → H−r−rk+1 is Ck([[0, h0)) as long as r ∈ [0, rk0 − rk+1]].
This implies that Pε(λ) : H−r → H−r−rk+1 is Ck+1([0, h0)) for the above range of r.
This completes the induction process.
It follows that the operator Pε(λ)
−1 : H0 → H−rk0 is Ck0([0, h0)). We recall that Q
is a smoothing operator. In particular, Q maps H−rk0 to the Sobolev space HN for
any N . It follows that QPε(λ) is a trace-class operator with holomorphic dependence
in λ ∈ D(0, R) and Ck0 dependence in ε ∈ [0, h0). Since k0 was arbitrary, QPε(λ) is
smooth at ε = 0. For ε ∈ [0, h0) and λ ∈ D(0, R), we define the Fredholm determinant
Dε(λ) = DetH0(Id + iQPε(λ)
−1),
which depends holomorphically in λ, and which is smooth at ε = 0.
The operator h0(Pε − λ) = Pε(λ) + iQ is Fredholm, because where Pε(λ) admits a
right inverse on H0 and Q is compact. Hence, the H0-spectrum of Pε in D(0, R) is
discrete and equal to the zero set of Dε(λ). When ε 6= 0 the operator Pε is subelliptic.
Consequently, H0-eigenvectors of Pε must belong to the (standard) Sobolev space H2,
thus to the domain of Pε on L
2. Conversely, L2-eigenvectors of Pε must belong to the
(standard) Sobolev space Hs0, thus to H0. This shows that for ε 6= 0, the L2-spectrum
and H0-spectrum of Pε in D(0, R) are equal, and the L2-eigenvalues of Pε in D(0, R)
are exactly the zeroes of Dε(λ).
For ε > 0, Dε(λ) is a holomorphic function of λ whose zero set is the L
2-spectrum
of Pε in D(0, R), and the zero set of D0(λ) is the Pollicott–Ruelle spectrum of P0 in
D(0, R) – see [DyZw16b, Proposition 3.2]. Since Dε(λ) is smooth at ε = 0, the first
part of the theorem follows from an application of Hurwitz’s theorem.
If λ0 is a Pollicott–Ruelle resonance of P0 and λ1(ε) is the unique eigenvalue of
Pε converging to λ0, the implicit function theorem shows that ε 7→ λ1(ε) is smooth.
We compute now the leading terms in the expansion (5.6), inspired by the method of
[Dr15, §3.1]. Denote by Res(P0) the set of Pollicott–Ruelle resonances of P0 = 1iH1
and fix K be a compact subset of D(0, R) \Res(P0). For every λ ∈ K, D0(λ) 6= 0 and
the operator Id + iQP0(λ)
−1 : H0 → H0 is invertible. Therefore, for every 0 < ε ≤ h0
and λ ∈ K,
Id+iQPε(λ)
−1 =
(
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)·(Id + (Id + iQP0(λ)−1)−1 iQ (Pε(λ)−1 − P0(λ)−1)) .
Uniformly for λ ∈ K, the operator (Id + iQP0(λ)−1)−1 is bounded on H0 and by (5.8),
Q (Pε(λ)
−1 − P0(λ)−1) has trace-class norm O(ε). The identity (5.8) implies for λ ∈ K,
Dε(λ) = D0(λ) ·DetH0
(
Id + i
(
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)−1
Q
(
Pε(λ)
−1 − P0(λ)−1
))
= D0(λ) ·
(
1 + εh0TrH0
((
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)−1
QP0(λ)
−1∆SPε(λ)
−1
)
+O(ε2)
)
.
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The operator QP0(λ)
−1∆S extends to a trace-class operator in H0. Because of the
identity (5.8), we have uniformly for λ ∈ K,
h0TrH0
((
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)−1
QP0(λ)
−1∆SPε(λ)
−1
)
= f1(λ) +O(ε),
f1(λ)
def
= h0TrH0
((
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)−1
QP0(λ)
−1∆SP0(λ)
−1
)
.
It follows that uniformly for λ ∈ K,
Dε(λ) = D0(λ) ·
(
1 + f1(λ)ε+O(ε
2)
)
. (5.10)
In (5.10), the function Dε is holomorphic on D(0, R) and f1(λ) is meromorphic in
D(0, R), with poles in D(0, R) ∩ Res(P0). Therefore we can apply [Dr15, Lemma 4.4]
with E = D(0, R), S0 = Res(P0),Dε(λ)/D0(λ) = 1+f1(λ)ε+O(ε
2) and g(λ, ε) = D0(λ)
(strictly speaking, [Dr15, Lemma 4.4] is stated there with E = C or C \ 0; but it also
holds without change in the proof when E = D(0, R)). It shows that (5.10) is valid
uniformly for λ ∈ D(0, R) \ Res(P0) and that the function D0(λ)f1(λ) is holomorphic
on D(0, R).
Let λ0 ∈ D(0, R) be a simple resonance of Res(P0). We now work with f1(λ) for λ
in a small punctured disk D \ λ0 ⊂ D(0, R), so that λ0 is the only resonance of P0 in
D. We have
f1(λ) = h0TrH0
((
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)−1
QP0(λ)
−1∆SP0(λ)
−1
)
= h0TrH0
(
P0(λ)
−1
(
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)−1
QP0(λ)
−1∆S
)
= TrH0
(
(P0 − λ)−1QP0(λ)−1∆S
)
.
In the above we used the cyclicity of the trace and the identity
P0(λ)
−1
(
Id + iQP0(λ)
−1
)−1
= (P0(λ) + iQ)
−1 = h−10 (P0 − λ)−1.
Because of (2.17) and since P0(λ)
−1 is holomorphic near λ0, we can write
(P0 − λ)−1QP0(λ)−1∆S = (i(P0 − λ)−1 − h0P0(λ)−1)∆S = iu⊗ v∆S
λ− λ0 +B(λ), (5.11)
where B(λ) denotes a holomorphic family of operators near λ0. The right hand side
of (5.11) is trace-class on H0 and the operator u ⊗ v∆S is of rank 1. Therefore B(λ)
is trace-class on H0 and f0(λ) def= TrH0(B(λ)) is holomorphic. It follows that
f1(λ)− f0(λ) = iTrH0 (u⊗ v∆S)
λ− λ0 =
iTrH0 (∆Su⊗ v)
λ− λ0 =
i
λ0 − λ
∫
S∗M
〈∇Su,∇Sv〉.
In the last equality we used that ∆Su and v have wavefront sets contained in E
∗
u and
E∗s , respectively. Hence the trace of the operator ∆Su ⊗ v is given by integrating the
kernel ∆Su(x)v(y) along the diagonal {x = y} according to [GrSj94, Proposition 7.6].
The operator ∇S was defined in §2.1 and the scalar product 〈·, ·〉 is inherited from the
Euclidean structure on the fibers of T ∗M.
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Combining the above, we obtain that uniformly in ε small enough and λ ∈ D \ λ0,
Dε(λ) = D0(λ)− iε D0(λ)
λ− λ0
∫
S∗M
〈∇Su,∇Sv〉+ εD0(λ)f0(λ) +O(ε2)
= D′0(λ0)
(
λ− λ0 − iε
∫
S∗M
〈∇Su,∇Sv〉+O(ε(λ− λ0)) +O(ε2)
)
.
Recall that λ1(ε) is the unique eigenvalue of Pε near λ0. In particular Dε(λ1(ε)) = 0.
Since ε 7→ λ1(ε) is smooth, λ1(ε) = λ0 +O(ε). This yields
λ1(ε) = λ0 + iε
∫
S∗M
〈∇Su,∇Sv〉+O(ε2).
This concludes the proof of (i).
For (ii), we fix k0 > 0 and we recall that Pε(λ)
−1 : H0 →H−rk0 is Ck0([0, h0)). Since
h0(Pε − λ) = Pε(λ) + Q, where Q is smoothing, the family Pε − λ : H−rk0 → H0 is
Fredholm with Ck0 dependence in ε. Hence, (Pε − λ)−1 is a meromorphic family of
operators with poles of finite rank, with Ck0 dependence in ε. This shows that the
family of operators ε → Πε : H0 → H−rk0 given by (5.7) is Ck0([0, h0)). A fortiori,
ε 7→ Πε : C∞(S∗M)→ D′(S∗M) is also Ck0([0, h0)), hence smooth at ε = 0. 
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